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Down In Montgomery

POLICE STOP BROTHER JOE MAY CONCERT
Cooling In The Pool

Singer Says
Jail For All
Threatened

THE

Tri-State Defender
'The South's indepe
ndent Weekiy-

VOL V—No. 35

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, JUNE

Burnses Ask
Court To
Drop Suit

30, 1956

Price 15c

Aged,Blind Widow Out To Save ModestHome
AsPaid-Off$450NoteBecomes$1,000Debt

Council for the Burns' family

has aoked that a $2.850 damage

Brother Joe May, nationally
known religious singer, says: "I
1 don't know if I will ever go back
to Montgomery again," after police in the bus—hoycotted Alabama city, stopped a church concert last Friday night in which he
was starring.
The three package religious concert at the Old Ship of Zica
AIME church in Montgomery was
featuring, in addition to Brother
Joe May, his 16-year-old daughter,
Annette. and the Pilgrim Travelers quartet, all recording artists
on the Specialty label.
May, who conducts daily recorded religious program over radio
station IVLOK in Memphis, said
the police arrived at the church
just as he was starting one of his
newest recordingG, "Going Home,"
and that he was forced to cut the
song after singing two verses,
STOP CONCERT
He said the Pilgrim Travelers
had gone through their act
"and
the people had rejoiced to their
satisfaction." Miss May also had
appeared, getting two encores for
her "Vacation In Heaven," which
is on the flip side of May's most
recent release "Grow Closer."
May estimates that between 15
or 20 policemen arrived at the
church, which is located in
a
neighborhood in which numerous
whites live, shortly after 10 p.m.
in five or six squad cars.
He said that when they came
in, Gatemouth Moore, a former
entertainer who is now a minister
and also conducts radio shows in
Birmingham, signaled to him
from the back to stop singing but
he did not understand and kept
singing until James Alexander of
the Pilgrim Travelers ran up
and
pulled the tail of his robe and
"told me to stop singing before
we all get arrested."
He said police asked Gatemouth
Moore what was going on and
told him they had had 50 complaints of disturbance of peace. He
said one threatened to arrest them
all and put a lock on the church
door.

suit filed against them after they
moved into a "white" residential
street be thrown out of Circuit
court.
Attys. James F. Estes and S.
A. Wilbun filed a brief demurrer
last week that termed the charges
against Mr. and Mrs. Malvin
Burns as "too remote" and "legally insufficient."
The suit against the veteran and
his family was brought by J. M.
McDaniels, of 1256 Azalia. His
attorney is W. C. Rodgers.
'DESIRABILITY' DOWN
Mr. McDaniels claims that the
value of his property has dropped
"at least- $2,850 since Mr. and
Mrs. Burns and their three children moved to a home they're
buySMILING PRETTILY at
numerous other titles last year. ing at 1240 Azalia. In addition
to
the
home
value, Mr. McDanWashington swimming pool
Miss Rhodes, daughter of Mr.
iels says the "desirability" of the
and Mrs. James Rhodes, of
where they apparently found a
home has now decreased.
1059 McDowell, is a senior
way to beat the heat are Misses
The man described the area as
music major at Fisk university
Joyce McAnulty, left, and Car.
and a member of Alpha Kap- "a most valuable, inviting and desirable white neighborhood."
olyn Rhodes. Miss McAnulty,
pa Alpha sorority. The weathThe Burns moved into the $9.000
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er man is promising some
Iix-room frame home on May 26.
G. McAnulty, of 1,008 Alaska,
more of the soaring temperaThey formerly resided at 2743 Enwas "Miss Freshman of West
tures which sent these charmterprise.
'Tennessee" at Tennessee State
ing young ladies to the swimAfter the suit was brought
university wbere she copped
ming pool. (Coleman Photo)
against them, the Veterans Benefit, a strong organization formed
last year, decided to defend the
family. Attorney Estes, president
of the organizations and Attorney
we:e chosen as counsel
CHARGING TRICK or fraud,
notes totall'ng p50 with
to represent the family*.
F. L.
balance due. With Miss RuckMrs. Bettie Bolden, 70-year-old
sink and faucet in the kitchKirkpatrick to make plumbSOME FRIENDLY
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of
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and
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whole
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deep
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failure to pay $1,000 she says
like case on this street an
Mr. Kirkpatrick holding and
neighborhood as they have shown
In lower photo Is the plumbshe does not owe. Mrs. Bolden,
Saturday Mrs. Bolden pointe
Tennessee and Kentucky.
guiding" her hand. Now Miss
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represented by Blount a n d
out two other people she knel
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,
"an innocent
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Miss Richardson, an energetic
done.
It
includ
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Weiss, claims in her declaraof and some of the same di
holder for value," is demandwhich more and more Negro famininth grader at Porter Junior high
(no bathtub or anything else)
tion that she agreed to sign
fendants in her case are again
ing payment of $1,000 as
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who is called "Lucky" by most
In the bathroom, and a flat
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time.
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Mrs. Romelle Roosevelt beat
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2 W. Georgia, was no good.
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The LITERARY ALCOVE
' Tbe Modern American Muse
' Each week the Literary Alcove
will present a Bibliography of interesting new creations in the Literary World to be mentioned in
later releases.
'In a volume sent to the editor
bf the "The Alcove" Colonel Wilmot Irish states: "Bibliography is
a great leveller. Side by side, one
after the other, ordered only by
the alphabet, come the great and
small, the significant and the insigniftrant, the high and the low, the
precious and the vulgar, the wise,
the good, fair forms, and hoary
seers of ages past. And what if
thou withdraw in silence from the
living? This one too has lived and
may yet live again if you but lend
him now a vitamin or two from
the citadel of your own imagina, lice." Colonel Irish's volume is entitled "The Modern American
Muse."

And calls "Good Morning!" to the
sun
When striding up the trail,
Who knows the deer and mountain cat
And where the gray goose flies,
Who camps and dreams by moun
tamn streams
With the wood smoke in h I s
eyes.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

bookkeeper.
ABOUT THE BUREAU
Children's Bureau Inc., was organized and incorporated under
the laws of Tennessee in 1926 as
the result of a survey of children's
work in Memphis. T h e survey was financed by the Corn
munity Chest and carried out by
the Child Welfare League of
America.
The purposes which Children's
Bureau undertakes to serve are:

were riding along behind a tractor pulling another object which
covered more than half the highway. A car behind them kept blowing and finally when the man could
get past he yelled at them as
he passed.
No one paid the man too much
attention, marking it off as another highway experience.

I love to greet an author
Who walks a slanting ship,
The wind of tropics in his hair
Or salt fog on his BP;
Who's seen the ports of Borneo,
The Southern Cross arise
On wastes forlorn around the Horn
With the blue sea in his eyes.

However, when they started
through Dyersburg, there was another honking behind them. They
first ignored it, but when the
car kept blowing Mrs. Jones noticed that it was an official car
and they pulled over.
"YOU'LL FIND OUT"
After showing her license and
answering the usual questions,
Mrs. Smith said she was told to
"follow me" by the officer and
when asked what she had done
was told -You'll find out."
She said he led them into a
place where there were three
white men, one behind a desk
in his undershirt, another who said
he was the magistrate and a "citizen" who had reported them. No
one could positively identify the
man as the one who blew at them
but a car like the one the blower
drove was outside the place.
They say they learned the man's
name was W. J. Belew and that
he was from Greenfield. The patrolman, they said, gave his name
as G. V. Boyd.
They say they were fold that
Mr. Belew claimed they had been

(1.) To study and treat problems of children in Memphis and
Shelby County who are referred
to Children's Bureau and for
whom the agency's services are
evadable and suitable, It aims
to deal with these problems in
such a way that not only dependency and the breaking of homes
I love to greet an author
may be prevented but so that each
Who treks the world and turns child may be assured his right
From Tokyo and Leningrad
to a normal and healthy childTo where the desert burns. ..
hood.
Who stakes with death and mys(2.) To provide foster boarding
tery
home care for Negro children in
Out where the tundra lies,
From Beulah May the editor of
care seems best suited to the inthe "Literary Alcove" has re- Whose every word is like a sword
dividual child.
eyes.
his
And a far look in
ceived the following poem:
Children's Bureau began its proI LOVE TO GREET AN AUTHOR
gram of foster family boarding
love to greet an author
/ love to greet an author
Who dwells with stars and trees, home care for Negro children in
Who wakens with the qua
,11Who stops to pet a horse and set 1932 and since that time has servA young child on his knees. ed both Negro and white children.
Who waits for seed and harvest ITS BUDGET
Children's Bureau Inc., is a
time
With simple faith and wise.
private, non-sectarian child-placAnd like his grain shall rise again, ing agency which is licensed by
All heaven in his eyes.
the State of Tennessee. Management of the agency rests with a
Board of Directors which makes
the policies under which the organization operates. The work of the
—An
(ANP)
—
ROCK
LITTLE
agency is carried out by the staff
'annulment petition was filed in
(Continued from Page I)
who are employed by the board.
Pulaski Chancery court last week
Children's Bureau, Inc., is a
by a 69-year-old groom whose mar- an executive order from Presiagency of the Memphis
member
rage to a 20-year-old woman end- dent Eisenhower, directing that
and Shelby County Community
ed nine days after the ceremonies there be no discrimination for rea- Chest and receives its support
when she filed for a divorce and sons of race, religion, color or
principally from the Chest. The
property settlement,
national origin in emploment, Chest's allocation to Children's BuAccording to his petition, he training opportunities, upgrading, reau for 1956 is 9100,878.00. Adand the woman were married aft- transfer or promotion work done ditional income is in the form of
er a quick courtship of three days. under government contract.
board payments from parents. The
A condition of the marriage was The area in which the commit- agency's budget for 1956 is $110,than
more
that he spend $500 to refurnish , tee will study includes
i just federal installations, Many 471.00.
his apartment,
Parents are expected to pay toAfter the wedding, she set up private concerns doing government ward the board of their children
govtwo beds and made him sleep work or work financed by
in accordance with their ability.
alone. Eight days later she left ernment assistance fall into the However, children are accepted
hint, and on the ninth, filed for scope of the executive order.
for care regardless of the finanOTHER CITIES
cial status of their parents. Many
a divorce.
The committee said that begin- f the child
' The hapless groom figures he
has been "irreparably damaged" fling immediately it will seek to ported entirely by the agency.
by her false promises to care for have the contracting a g e n c i e a
Medical care for the Bureau's
, make annual check-ups in about children is provided through Le
him.
1 600 installations of the 150 largest Bonheur Children's hospital.
! government contractors
"as a FOSTER PARENT RULE
'method of measuring progress in
The ability of Children's Bureau
its program to eliminate racial to provide foster care for chiland religious discrimination in em- dren who must be placed away
ployment."
from their own families depends
In addition to Memphis as a on the agency's foster parents.
4 BLUEFIELD, W. Va. — Donald Edward Roach, valedictorian point to be checked, other areas Children in care of the Bureau
of the 1956 graduating class at ' include: Baltimore, Birmingham, live in foster family boarding
Bluefield State college, has been ' Cleveland, Chicago, Cincinnati, home. Foster family boarding
offered an appointment as grad- Dallas, Detroit, Houston, Indiana- homes are just like any other good
uate assistant in the department polls, Jacksonville, Kansas City, homes except that they are sharof chemistry at Northwestern uni- Los Angeles, Louisville, Nashville, ing their homes with children who
versity, Evanston, Ill, for the aca- New Orleans, New York and have lost their own homes temNortheast New Jerney, Norfolk— porarily. Foster parents must be
demic year 1956-57.
Portsmouth, Philadelphia, Pitts- able to give a child the affecAn average American consumes burgh, Richmond, St. Louis, San tion and security he needs and
about 222 pounds of wheat and ;Francisco—Oakland and Washing- eventually give him up so that he
may return to his own people.
about 75 pounds of corn annually, ton•
Foster parents receive no Pay
• for their work; theirs is a volunteer service which is of immeasurable value to the children
BRIT ARMSTRONG...brings 17 years of exthey serve and to the community
perience and "know-how" to his work as a telephone
which must provide care for those
of the state
Commercial Engineer.
children. Their satisfaction corns'
Builders' Association ... teaches Sunday School ...
from seeing children develop
into healthy, happy youngsters.
; Children's Bureau pays for the
child's maintenance and provides clothing and medical care.
,T h e loving care which foster
children receive is the freely given
gift of the faster parents.
Children's Bureau is constantly searching for new foster homes.
The need is a continuing one for
a supply of homes must always be
available so that care may be provided for each child in a home
equipped to meet his individual
needs. The work of recruiting and
studying new foster family boarding homes is carried on by the
agency's Homefinder.
FOSTER PARENTS
Foster Parents now caring for
children placed by the agency
are:
AnMrs. Andy
Mr. and
drews, Mr. and Mrs. Richard D.
A. Evans,Mr. and Mrs. James
Garrett, Mr. and Mrs. Hezekiah
Glenn, Mr. and Mrs. George Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Harvey, Mr. and Mrs. Elgie Hollerway, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Howell,
Dogan, Mr. a n d Mrs. Charles
A. Evans, Mr. and Mrs. James
IMr. and Mrs. Henry Ivory,
Mr. and Mrs. George Larry, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Love, Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Mann, Mrs. Lucy Matthews, Mr. and Mrs. Archie Moore,
Mr. and Mr's. Tom Moss, Mr. and
Mrs. Lonnie Sanders, Mr. and Mrs.
, Oliver Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Emery Starr, Mrs. Bessie Stewart,
Mr. and Mrs, Frank Taylor, Mr.
and Mrs. R. D. Terrell, Rev.
and Mrs. Blonia Warr, Mr and
secs
Brit Armstrong uses no crstal ball. b.
Mrs. Luke Wright and Mr. and
ephones
William Wright.
ot
thousands
sees
Mrs.
He
ahead.
10 years
is
one
Brit
none.
r
hundreds—o
are
there
today
where
of many Southern Bell engineers who forecast community growth and plan telephone service to meet it
for you and your neighbors.
New phones don't just happen. The one you use
today is the result of planning years ago. Millions
of dollars' worth of equipment, buildings, lines and
he 447 students registered in the
cables must be engineered and built, long before
-ollege and graduate division in
the summer session at Linen*
phones are installed, to fill the needs of a growing
university here, 263 are white
community.
and 184 are Negroes or a ratio
Brit Armstrong and some 66,000 other Southern
of 60 percent white to 40 percent Negro,
Bell folks have one aim: to bring you the kind of
the
to
in
years
and
service you v.ant and need, now
It marks the first time in the
history of the former all.
90-year
come.
Negro state institution that the
white enrollment has exceeded
the Negro enrollment. White students come from over 22 differ.
ond Telegraph Company,
ent towns in Missouri.

Bride,20
Sheds Mate,
69,In 9 Days

2 Negroes

Visitors

(Continued from Page 1)

IN CLASSROOM at Jackson
State college, Toby Hite, 3rd,
who is totally blind, listens attentively to his instructor,
a graduate of the 1955 class

of the Mississippi School for
the Blind and is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Toby lite, 2nd,
of Mayersville, Miss,

driving all over the road in a
reckless manner and that they
ought not to be driving at all,
that the driver was handling the
auto in a dangerous manner.
They say no one was allowed to
testify but Mrs. Smith "because
you're the one involved." They
said she was warned about being
held in contempt of court by the
magistrate who never took off his
straw hat.
They caid the patrolman went
in the room where the children
were discussing the matter and
shook his finger in their faces
and ordered them to shut up.
$18.50 FINE

Mrs. Smith was fined $18.50 for
which she says she received no
receipt. Mrs. Jones paid the fine
and when she went to pick up
what she took to be a receipt was
told "That's all you get," meaning her change and a ticket
which the women said did not
show what they had to pay.

lie

is

Lee was selected as the party's
delegate to the forthcoming Republican National Convention this
summer. He will represent the
Ninth district, comprising Memphis and Shelby County. Named
as alternate to the national meeting is Dr. R. Q. Venson, prominent local dentist and civic leader.
OTHER STEPS
Other important and noteworthy
steps taken at the GOP State Committee meeting was the group's
unanimous acceptance of Lieutenant Lee's program for the upping
of Negro representation in key positions not only in Shelby County
and Memphis, but also in the State
Republican organization.

Professor Doing
Army Stint Gets
I
Degree By Proxy
DURHAM, N. C. — Isharn

4

Gregory Newton, Durham, pro.
fessor of political science at
North Carolina college, received
the Ph.D. degree in his field at
the University of Pennsylvania
in Philadelphia on June Li.
Actually, however, Newton got
the degree by proxy, because
as a major in the Selective Service Division of the U. S. Army,
be was stationed at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Did.

111111111111f11111H11111111111111111111111111111flfiff111110111111111
It was pointed out that Negro
Republicans in Tennessee have
gained recognition far beyond that
accorded Negroes in most of the
of the nation, regardless of.
states
dein
and
By a vote of 29-0,
Ttieon.
fiance of the spirited opposition of sech
other local Republican seNew Guard local Republicans, Lt.
Lee's selection as convention dele- lected by State Committee as a
gate was made. Dr. Venson was delegate to the national GOP connamed alternate, Mrs. Lola Lee, vention is R. A. Trippeer, presia Memphis woman, was named dent of the Memphis Chamber of
to a post on the five-member Re- Commerce.
publican State Committee, and 0.
Mrs. Lola Lee, who is no reT. Westbrook, well-known business- lation to Lt. Lee, has become the
of
co-chairman
man was made
most outstanding Negro woman
t h e Shelby County Republican
political figure in Memphis, thanks
Committee.
to her work with local Republi-

Mrs. Smith, an employe of the
telephone company in St. Louis, is
Lieutenant Lee regarded these
a member of the AAA. The inci- selections as complete repudiation
of the local opposition which his
dent occurred Friday evening.
leadership in the Republican ParThe U. S. Patent office not only ty in this section has encountered
is self-supporting but often returns from groupa 1.thich did not wish
Negro leadership in the party.
an annual profit as well.

cans and her selection to membership on the State Comenittee
of the party. She is secretary of
the local Lincoln (GOP) League,
and holds office with the national
women's organization of the Republican Party. -

Group

STrio co-tit...
0

Bluefield Grad
Accepted By NW

9

He's a member

and was a master sergeant during the war.

Meet the Man
vho tells a City's
fortune;'..

'9(P
Oeriels

yoi.a know it's the finest quality!

'

0

Get the smooth beer! The smoother
the beer...the finer the quality!
Oertels'92 is so smooth and mellow...
so good tasting and refreshing.)
you know it's the finest quality.

Whites Outnumber
Negroes At Lincoln
Summer School
JEFFERSON CITY. Mo.—Of

Southern Bell Telephone

Beer is so smooth....
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Business Enterprises
Plan Big Expansions
It is heartening news for all spending is also a contributor,
America that business enterprises factor.
are planning to spend more money ' The trend of business capital
for new plants and equipment outlays is shown on the chart. The
in 1956 than in any other year. total amount spent by business for
These expenditures not 'only will more and better plants and equip.
provide additional goods for an ex- ment has amounted to nearly 27$
panding nation, but will provide billions of dollars since 195.
millions more jobs in the future.
The 35 billion dollars of projected expenditures for plant a n d
equipment in 1956 is 6 billion, or
more than one-fourth, greater than
for all of .1955. All major industry
groups plan to increase their capiThe special 30-day campaign for
tal outlays by at least 10 percent
' THE TALENTED ADAMS SisSavannah, 7, and Juanita, 9
day evening at Vance Avenue
over last year. The largest in- 20,000 NAACP members in Chi.
ten and foster parents: Typiare pictured with their foster
YWCA. The Adams sisters, as
creases are being planned by the cago is now in full swing with
cal of the many children who
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
they are affectionately known,
durable
goods manufacturers and workers reporting a steady flow
come under the protective
H. Love of 998 Emmie St. Mr.
sang on program and thrilled
the railroads, 41 and 42 percent of new memberships daily.
wing of Children's Bureau and
and Mrs. Love have had the
assembled children, foster parJoseph IL McKinney, director of
respectively.
are cared for by foster parcharming trio three years, and
ents and staff and board memcampaign,
reported that a trail
Many
factors
are
contributing to
ents who offer their services
their joy and pride in the labers of the Bureau with their
such record breaking outlays. Geo- cr equipped with a loud speaker,
because of their deep-seated
bor of love they have acceptrendition of "The World Is
graphical dispersal of plants to posters and a crew of workers Ill
love for children and their
ed was radiated on their faces
Waiting For the Sunrise". The
obtain
lower transportation charg- now ready to begin touring neighANOTHER FOSTER PARENT
sense of civic responsibility,
133 Airways. Mrs. Harvey is
at the party sponsorded by the
member of Children's Bureau.
sisters attend Melrose school
to
es
consumer
market areas is an borhood areas in all sections of
are the talented Adams sisCHILDREN's
FOR
BUREAU
shown
Vith
little
Patricia
Ann
executive board of Children's
Patricia Ann is two years and
and are in grades 3 and 4 reimportant
one.
The
assured future the city to inform the public. of
ters. The three lovely girls,
is
Mamie
Mrs.
Harvey.
right.
Bunking and I. S. Bodden,
Bureau, honoring the parents
three months. The Harveys
spectively. (Photo by Newson)
growth
in
population
left to right, Master, 10 ,
requires ad- NAACP activities and to sign up
theatre employee who lives at
president of Bodden School of
and their children last Thurs.
also have two other foster chilI ditional productive facilities. Com- members.
wife of J o e Harvey. Handy
Tailoring, w h o is a board
dren. (Photo by Newson)
petition among business organizaIt is expected that by the end
tion; for a greater share of old of June, campaign
worker*
and new markets has an impor- will have rung at least 50,000 door
tant bearing on capital expendi- bells asking for support for the
tures. The high level of defense NAACP in its fight for freedom
and first class citizenship for all
(Ste Story Page 1)
"goin' on four." And as far as too. Tommy felt little and scared Tommy, Johnny and Kitty had John. Tommy
wondered if that , with Uncle John and Aunt Jane.
This is a story. . •
Americans.
two year old Kitty was concerned and not at all like a "big boy" their own mama in the evenings was the reason they
were taking They couldn't take Tommy. What
It tells about parents, their chil- he felt well able to look after her. any more.
Reports to date indicate that
and all through the night.
Johnny.
was worse, they didn't know anydren, their troubles, foster par- But that was just when he was
large number of community mad
So Tommy's daddy went to the WORLD CRASHED IN
Then Tommy's mama talked one who could.
civic organiations, churches, unents, the Children's Bureau.
feeling like a big boy.
hospital and his mama took TomTommy was too frightened to
Then came the day that Tom- with his grandpa and grandma.
Its a big, big story to all Memions, social clubs and other or—
Sometimes he didn't feel so big my, along with Johnny
Kitty,
and
my will never forget. it was the Tommy could go to live with them think of what would happen to
phis and especially those who help and capable. But that was all
ganizations will sign up 100 Of
, to live with Uncle Jim and Aunt day his whole world came crash- Tommy liked his grandpa and him. So instead, he thought of his
live it.
their members in the NAACP beright, for then he could leave the Martha. Then Tommy's
daddy
mama
cryand
grandma
excouldn't
hut
help
he
mama
away off in the
ing, down, leaving him more frightThis story, in two example job of being big and capable to his
, fore the drive is ended.
ATLANTA
—
The
plained
hospital.
new Mary Mc- .
to him that she would ened and lonely than he had ever ing. Ile tried to hold it back hut
If they were here they'd
parts, started sometime ago, some daddy and mama until he felt like
Leod Bethune Elementary school
where in Memphis. When you trying it again. Yes, life was pleas- ' have to go to work. She said it been in his life. And he felt very. he just couldn't. But Tommy's know what to do, he told himself was
dedicated here during a cerewould be all right though because very small. The doctor said his stay at his grandparents was short. again and again.
read it, remember this:
ant for Tommy Brown. It was,
! mony last week. Music was (urnfem
M
It could start all over again... that is, until one day when his Aunt Martha would take care of mama had to go to the hospital Soon after Tommy arrived his CRIoISIS
Memphis
Tommy, Johnny and Kitty during just like his daddy Tommy's ma- grandpa became crippled with aris the community has ! ished by the Bethune-Cookman colCompare Our Prices!
tomorrow. In your house—
daddy had to go to the hospital.
thritis
was
provided
it
and
all
grandhis
help
in times of crisis lege choir .to a capacity audience.
the
day.
Tommy's
And
mama
talked
with
said ma
Uncle Jim nd Aunt
LIFE WAS FINE
The doctor said he had tuberculoAmong the others participating
0 For Tommy Brown life was very sis. Tommy's mama seemed pret- she would be with them every Martha. Kitty could stay on with ma could do to take care of his for children such as Tommy. Chil- during
the event were:
pleasant indeed. He was a "big ty sad when she told the children night. Tommy guessed it was all them but one extra was all they grandpa. for she wasn't very well dren's Bureau, a Red Feather
Evelyn Thomas and Miss Dorograndagency
either.
This
of
the
it
time
his
was
Community
Chest,
wasn't
like
right
but
it
manage.
it
could
had
Then Tommy's
LIFETIME GUARANTEE
boy" five years old. When he was they'd have to move away from
lppsorpalrainoyfodreperhivileddreonf w
pahroepatrael 1 thy
,, E. Hornsby, principal who refeeling brave and adventuresome their home with its trees and been when he was at home with mama talked with Uncle John and ma who had to talk with people theem
portrait
of
Dr.
Guaranteed for LNG el Tome Car
Bethune; :
there were all kinds of exciting swings and sand box where Tom- his daddy and mama. Aunt Mar- Aunt Jane. Johnny could go to about Tommy. As before, Tommy
D
—ri.ved
Rufaus E. Clement, president
care
and
provides
foster
family
i
tha
naturally
just
seemed
couldn't
to
them
but
scared.
sick
and
felt
pay
Tommy
they
with
Chevrolet,
live
'37-'52
things to do. It was at such times my had had such good times, first
. . 4.95
of Atlanta university; Dr. Richard
that he felt much more grown up with only his daddy and mama more attention to Mary and Janet. take more than one either. John- heard his grandma talking with i boarding home care for children I V. Moore,
— 6.75
president of Bethune- Chevrolet, 13-'55
who must be placed.
than his brother Johnny who was and later with Johnny and Kitty her own little girls. But at least ny had been named for Uncle Uncle Jim and Apnt Martha and
Tommy's situation was brought Cookman who made the presen- Ford, '39-54
6.25
to the attention of Children's Bu- tation, and Dr. Ira T. Carrell, su- Ford, '55
Nicholas.
7.71
,
perintendent of Atlanta schools. i
Don't miss the Pet Show, Fri- reau, and he was given loving .
Pfymouth, '42-'S5
7.55
y home. With
day, June 29 beginning at 5:30 care in a foster family
lory,
Frank
E.
Maxwell,
Pontiac,
'34-'54
John '
agency
help
Tommy's
7.00
daddy
and
P.m.
mama, who are now out of the Murdock, Mrs. David Saxon, Mrs. Buick, '53-'56
9.50
MAGNOLIA
J.
Frazer Smith, Alvin F. Tate,
hospital, have been able to reThe fun is great %rid sizzling
INSTALLED FOR $2.00
establish a home for themselve jr.. John W. Watson.
WHILE YOU WAIT
with activities at Magnolia Play- and
3
Members of the Negro Case .
their.11.1d
Cell for Prices on Other
ground. Last week we had the Bicommittee are Rev. A. E. AnMakin of Cart end Tracks
cycle Derby with Earl Butler and EXAMPLE NO. Z
drews, chairman; Mrs. Minnie Lee
When the Smith boys saw their Allen,
George Evans winners. The hockI. S. Bodden, Mrs. Gussie
ey tournament was held Thurs. mother go to Oakville with tuber- Day, Miss Pearlie Gasaway, Mrs.
By JOYCE MCANULTY
ert Woods, all winning in their week. The boys and girls were Thursday, our bicycle derby was day, the winner in the boys 'divis- culosis Johnny. the oldest was only Viola Haysbert, Mrs. Lucille Joy- ,
i
respective age groups.
energetic and eager to make new held and proved to be hilarious. ion was Percy McKinney and the nine, Jim was seVen, Billy was ner, Mrs. Viola Penn, Mrs. Eddie
I Hello Gang!
five and Torn was three. For Rideout,
Highlighting the Bicycle Rodeo friends, .
Mrs. Lillie Rogers, Mrs.1
The boys and girls entered the winner in the girls' division was
I hope you had a lot of fun at
about a year, Mr. Smith with the Othello
Gloria
Terry.
e
T
young
ladies
h
obstacle event in which
the
was
Main
events
were
Shannon, Rt. Rev. St. Julthe bicycle contest with much enthusiasm and
your parks this week at your Bi1452 THOMAS
contestants scrambled be- derby and the hockey tournament. again Janet King and Alfred Brown are literally taking over the sports help of neighbors and friends, ian A. Simpkins, jr., Mrs. Anne
cycle Rodeo and Box Hockey Tour- four
tried to hold the motherless home Simpson
Magnolia.
around
obstacles.
Charles
Boys,
Hartween
the
girls
the
winners
The
were
follows:
as
and
Hoc-1
were
Mks.
winners.
Geneva
Wilnament. This week we still have
JA. 7-2536
together.
Lawrence Kel- key tourney, John C. William, first
liams
We are looking forward to the are expecting more competition
a lot of fun in store for you. On ris, William House,
Things
went
week.
along
next
Rogers
Cal
ly,
fairly
Robert
Shipp
and
place,
and Alex Davis, second Washer Tournament and the Pet
well
your special day you will have
The winners in the bicycle rodeo until Billy developed a chronic ear
a Pet Show, live, stuffed or pic- all were winners and received place winner. The winners in the Show. You are invited to come were
infection.
This required regular
William Smith, Bunny Cash
bicycle derby are: Joe M. Mc- and have fun with us.
tures of pets may be entered in prizes.
Emerging victoriously in the tiny Kinney and Andrew Jones.
and Betty Cloud. The winner in trips to the doctor which would
LINCOLN SCHOOL
the contest. Don't let your playHappy playground days are here the hockey tournament was Wil- mean Mr. Smith's missing time
ground down by not bringing your tot race were Carol Stephens, Vic- DIXIE HOMES
Just one of the millions of happy, healthy
Robert
Stephen,
Taylor
ky
and
again
and your directors are plan- liams Smith which makes him a from work. What was he to do
Pets or signing up to bring them
Tuesday we had our hockey tourabout
Billy?
It
was
babies raised on Pet Evaporated Milk.
second
a
week.
winner
time
the
of
struggle
Theopolus
Gray.
to
and not showing up. Help make
nament with Donald Counts our ning for your safety. The bicycle We are expecting more fun next make ends meet when
he worked
Our Hockey box champions for champion. The bicycle
derby
was
success.
The
a
winners
your playground the best, a little
rodeo was
week so bring your friends with steadily. And the neighbors and
if not a lot of contribution from the year are Odessa Gunner and a great event, the winners were were Harald Mitchell and Floyd
friends, with responsibilities of
you.
Curtis.
John
McGee.
This
week
is our Pet
each person helps you to attain
James Walker, Berry Carter, Aartheir
own, were finding it more
WASHINGTON PLAYGROUND
your goal as the best.
on Slate, James Houston and Bob Show. Why not bring your pet and CHICAGO
and more difficult to substitute for
We
were
contest,
successful
enter
the
with
last
fun
Don't let us down because we'll
Tuesday afternoon we held our Myers. Incidentally, James Walkweek and have more fun in store an absent mother.
LINCOLN PARK
be looking for you, you and you. Hockey Tournament and there er won last year.
Mrs. Smith was getting well
you this week. We are asking
for
The winners of the Hockey TourNow let's see what our fine di- were quite a few spectators and
Dixie Homes boys' softball team
enougr to visit the family occasnament were Dorothy McKinney everyone to come out and see
rectors have been doing on the it was enjoyed by all.
played Klondyke boys and won two
ionally. On seeing the bedraggled
various playgrounds.
Alfred Roscoe and Charles Wilks consecutive games. This week will and James Hughes. The winners the finest pets in the South.
appearance of her family and bebicycle
derby were Tom ( MANASSAS
Truly, we have had another fine were the outstanding hockey win- be "Pet Show" week and also of the
ing particularly concerned over
' Gibbs and Wilford Montague. We
week on our playgrounds. Thanks ners. Thursday night the bicycle Nickey Hokey, If you don't have
know you
eager stohokenkoe Billy's condition, Mrs. Smith knew
looking forward to a big spe- the kw
to our fine supervisory staff under rodeo was enjoyed by all of the a pet come right on, you will be are
last
.
.
;
v. that she could not return to the
program
night
cial
Tuesday'
next
the competent leadership of Prof. boys and girls. It was just as we in our Nickey Hockey show. Evtournament. The winners w e r e sanitarium until something
could
at 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. You are in. Edith Gilxon for the girls a n d
W. T. McDaniel, general super- said, "Fun for all" participants erybod y come outt Thursday•
night
ht
be worked out which would insure
vited
participate'
to
activiin
the
spectators.
charge,
visor in
Prof. James Boone and
Lawrence Taylor for the boys.
at 5:30 for these exciting shows.
better care for her children.
ties.
and Miss Theodora Robinson, disThe winners were as follows:
BEALE
PARK
bicycle
The
THE
derby
contest
HELPING HAND
was
DOUGLASS
PARK
Obstacle race, first place, Larry
trict supervisors, Miss Annie MaSomeone told the Smiths about
Congratulations to our Hockey
If you missed the bicycle derby most beautiful with all bicycles
rie Allen, dramatics and crafts Thompson; second place, Albert
decorated, the winners were E. Children's Bureau. It was then
supervisor and Prof. Euless Hunt, R. Thomson. Slow Speed Balance. Tournament winners of last week. last week you really missed a
named
A
was
champion
girl
in
treat.
Bicycles
came from every- Montgomery, W. Richerson, Hob- they learned that their children
athletic supervisor.
Ernest Binion, first place; Pessie
son and the first place winner could be placed in a foster family
Boys and girls bring mother and Lee Johnson, second place. Brak- the hockey tournament, J a n e t where. The winners were Jerry
was Curtis Montgomery. We are boarding home where they could
champion
King.
boy
the
And
was
Shelton,
Williem
JorTommie
Lee,
place;
daddy to your playground.
ing, Gregory Hirsch, first
expecting
you at our Pet Show have a sustaining family life and
Alfred
Brown,
second
place.
On
•* *
George
den,
Whitmore
Earlie
and
and Albert R. Thompson won secthis week.
Billy could have the medical care
Jessie
Maneuvering,
place.
ond
KANSAS STREET
he needed.
KLONDIKE
Larand
place;
first
Johnson,
Tuesday which featured the Bi- Lee
Mhs. Smith returned to the saniIf you didn't win last week don't
Thompson won second place iktt
cycle Rodeo from 5:30 to 6:30 was ry
become discouraged because we tarium with a contented mind,
Thompson (11-14
R.
Albert
Races,
GLORIA ANN OWENS
a very enjoyable evening. Jackie
are having another contest this which may help to speed her reThompson (7-10
Daughter Of Mr. and Mrs. GOLDIA OWENS
Dension won first place among the group) and Larry
covery. Mr. Smith visits the chilPet
the
Show
week,
contest,
so
1333 South Brendlove
girls and Bobby Cattron won first group).
try a little harder and be a winner dren regularly and provides for
We also would like to thank
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby of
Sunday afternoon, June 17, the than themselves. He further stated this week. Our winners
place among the boys.
them
in
so
far
as
his
meager
inlast week
was our
the Week" Certificate! The proud parents will
For three straight years little Raymond French who
members and friends of the Help- that eradication of all of the evils for the Bicycle derby were Willie come will permit. With the help
receive
timekeeper.
$10
worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.
ing
Irma Jones' white shaggy dog with
known
Hands
now
to man will be realiz- Payne, Charles Haggins a n d of Children's Bureau the Smiths
Inc. gathered at the
show will be next
Pet
The
Olivet Baptist church for the annu- ed through love and love alone. I James Tucker.
all of his tricks has won the pet
are keeping alive their close famThursday night at 5:30 p.m. so al installation
More of AF11014CO'S happy, healthy babies are Weed
show.
All who heard him were stirred.' RIVERVIEW
services.
ily feeling and are looking forboys and girls don't
of
all
you
Those
The playground is a safe place
who
Following
this great message W.
were in attendance
ward to the day when Mrs. Smith
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other broad
forget to bring your pets and par- were
Last week we had our bieyele is well
but in order to keep it that way
thrilled by music by the Ob. H. Clark, of the Salem-Gilfield
and they can all be logetli•
ticipate in our show.
rodeo
and
a
grand
one
it
was.
safety leaders are chosen and for
vet choir, solos by Mrs. A. G. Har- Baptist church gave the charge to
er once more
INTER YOUR BAIT PHOTO TODAY,
Bikes were decorated with colorGeorge Warren, director; Laura vey and Mrs.
this weak Patrice Jacocks was
C. Thomas Paige, all of the recently elected offiAT THE HELM
If your baby hes boom ttI Pit Evaporated Milk, end Is
crepe
paper.
Those
ful
Pulliam, assistant.
participatchosen.
selections by members of the Flor. cers. He did a masterful job. !mhiss moo 3 yew. et nos till in thu *****
On the board of directors of the
were:
sod send
Peter
ing
McNeal,
J.
Willie
HYDE PARK
Photo to:
Director Mr. Johnle Johnson.
idi* Street school band and a se. mediately following the services
Seewood, Billy Johnson, Roosevelt Children's Bureau, Inc., are P.
Assistant, Miss Bettye Hunter.
PIT
MILK
The major events of last week lection by a group of young peo- the group went to 347 Avery st., Cody,
COMPANY,
1390 Artois W., M. Loeb 1, A..
Archie McNeal, Horace Wil- A. McPhillips, honorary president;
were the Bicycle Rodeo and the plc of Castalia Heights under the the home of the Helping Hand InORANGE MOUND NEWS
Norman Isenberg, president; J. W.
liams,
Troy
Morris,
champion
of
EASY'S
NAME
AGE
As the Orange Mound P 1 a ',- Hockey Tournament. The winners direction of Mrs. Arvelia Collins. dustries Inc. where they were the boys division. Gloria Holmes, Watson, first vice president; Mrs.
The highlight of the program served a refreshing repast. Among champion of the girls division. This Price Curd, second vice president;
tout NAME
ground rolled into its second week in the hockey tournament were
of festivities, the kids became Harvey Tharpe and William Harpe was the message of the afternoon those present were Mrs. Arlene week Riverview invites you to our Mrs. Millsails Fitzhugh, secreYOUR ADDRESS
more interested and turned out second place. The winners in the by Atty. W. C. Bateman, former Washington, Mrs, Arvelia Collins. Pet Show and Talent Show Tues- tary; William L. Quinlen, treasNUMMIO
SWIFT
Brown,
Sidney
bicycle
rodeo
were
Mrs.
Nan
Lou
urer; Vance Alexander, jr., John
Pratt, Mrs. Katie day at 5 until 6:30.
judge of the circuit court and city,
In larger numbers.
Williams.
Johnnie
place;
and
first
(city)
D. Canale, Dabney Crump, Mrs.
The feature was a Bicycle Rodeo
attorney. The speaker centered his McDaniels, Mrs. Viola Edwards.
(
Sidney W. Farnsworth, jr., Mrs.
Al pieterel become fh• erector., of Pe
in whichethere were over 25 con- second place.
message around the 13th chapter Airs. A. G. Harvey, Miss Joy MelA" C... *4•••• 901019,
P.•
About
35
percent
of
American
venor
intettl
PATTERSON
will
Harve
and
Ito
Charles Gerber, W. Porter Grace,
testants. The preliminary game
hoeL
Clarence Payne.
of First Corinthians. He admonishwomen from 20 to 34 years of Mrs, Dan
was a kroker sack race with Elton
Hammer,- George Hum-,
The directors were pleased to ed all of his hearers to be mind- The Helping Hand Industries age
are licensed to drive private phreys.
Gatewood, Oscar Sharp and Rob- see an increase in attendance last ful of the people less fortunate Inc. is a local
Mrs. Robert H. Jordan,' •
LOOK Fell THE "PET MILK BABY OF THE WEEK"
welfare agency.
automobiles.
Anold Klycc, Mrs. Noreen C. Mal-1
Iti
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HE SENT FORT1-i A
DOVE FROM HIM,TO SEE
IF THE WATERS WERE
...SATED FROM oFF THE
FACE OF THE GROUND)
SUT THE DOs'E FOUND
ma REST FOR 11-0E SOLE
OF HER FOOT.

AND HE STAYED YET OTHZR SEVEN
DM'S; MD ADAJN HE SENT FORTH
THE DOVE CUT OF THE ARK

SPONJOred

eaet. d
• •SIP
AMERICA'S"FAVORITE
MILK and ICE .CREAM

CHUR9

CLAUDIA MARIE DAY

RSTELLE LOCKET

By

ELIJEAN McKINNEY

JustFew Days Now Be fore WDIA's
Summer Spectacular Goes On Stage

,

ST. JUDE BAPTIST
One of the activities leading to
St. Jude Baptist church's annual
Woman's Day celebration on July
15 is a flower pageant slated for
Monday at the house of reverence. The pageant, which is being
sponsored by Mrs. Mable Purnell,
begins at 8 p.m. Each group captain will represent a flower. Miss
Delores Purnell will furnish the
music.
Services will be regular Sunday.
William H. Davis conducts the
Sunday school at 9:15 a.m. The
pastor. Rev. W. H. Mosby, will
deliver the morning address at 11

The Baptist Training Union will
be supervised by Mrs. Easter
Charles at 6 p.m. Regular worand communion will be held
ship
! WDIA'S Starlight Revue, July 3, I In addition to the special stay The Starlight Revue is t h a
p.in.
Summer
spectacular , at 8
it Martin stadium is going to be ing for the Starlight Revue, a , greatest
Mrs. W. If. Mosby is the church
Memphis
in-'
sound
special
lavishhas ever seen. See it
system will be
an exciting, brilliant and
reporter.
ly colorful Summer spectacular stalled. Two great sound towers July 3rd. Get your ticket now.
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST •
featuring the tops in nationally will be erected on the field, each
These are some of the MemBethlehem's schedule for Sunday
hold
cluster
of
a
three of t h e pris finalists:
known entertainers.
regular. B. H. Holman, the
is
sound transThe Starlight Revue features most powerful
Gloria Snipes, of 299 Cynthia; superintendent, will start services
brilliance from the beginning of mitters available. You'll be able Cora Berkley, 1386 Kentucky;
Lau- at 9 a.m. with conduction of Sunits opening Independence day fire- to hear. every precious note of ra B. Pulliam, of 942 N. Bellevue; day school.
works salvo through to the very music and every word. 6000 spec.' Annie Murray. of 391
During the morning worship at
Hernando;
end of the all night Gospel Sing. cial seats are being ordered and;
Rosalee Ingram. of 1832 Keltner 11 a.m., the pastor, Rev. J. R.
will
be
arranged
in
a great semi- B. R. COMING
Bibhs, will deliver a thought-prostage.' Circle: Lillie Wilson, of 1340 FluHuMemphis own B. B. King, re- circle in the front of the
voking message. Combined choirs
cently crowned No. 1 Blues Sing- These are the special reserved . ron: Anita Walton. of 361 Simp- of the church will render music.I
er of the nation, will headline a section seats that are now on sale. son: Barbara .lean Jones, of 750 Communion will be administered'
mighty greup of stars who will throughout Memphis. These a r e Bunt -n: Claudia Marie Ivy. of 1593 immediately following the worship.
James Peoples will direct the
perform on the beautiful 45 foot the seats from which will come ,• Locust: Nancy
Marie Oliver, of
long sectional stage with its oval the Big Reward Winners of the
Baptist Training Union at 6:30
1589
S.
Laudersale, and Estelle p.m. A sermon will he heard at
beauty and luminous decoration.'cash gate prizes of $300 that
Lockett. of 1842 Keltner Circle. j 7:30 p.m.
B. B. brings his own orchestra !night.
to back him. Muddy Waters, the
I FIRST BAPTIST, MAGNOLIA
First Baptist. Magnolia of 1518j
man who brought country blues to
S. Cooper observed its Annual
town, will be here with his own
Men's Day, recently. The pastor,
combo. The Eldorados. one of the
Rev. C. T. Nelson, spoke at 3
nation's most exciting young voBy REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE
p.m. Music was furnished by the
cal groups will keep the crowd
Jumping. WDIA's Teen Town Sing- 111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Southern Male chorus. T. J. Loving was master of ceremonies.
ers will thrill the crowd and form
By C. THOMAS PAIGE
poor in spirit they are rich in Sam Baptist was chairman and
a musical background, for t h e
knowledge. They make no effort David Brooks was co-chairman.
lovely Miss 1070 Promenade of 25
President Baptist IndustriaI
to loll themselves to sleep under GREATER WHITE
beautiful finalists who will stroll
College & Seminary
an illusion that all goes well and1 STONE BAPTIST
through the audience before one
they have nothing to worry about.' Next Sunday is Young People's'
is selected as WDIA's Rid10 "FACING UP TO LIFE" —Part I
"Blessed are the poor in spirit Day by day their shortcomings' Day at Greater White Stone BapQueen for 1956.
, are paraded before them and they' tist church. Rev. B. L. Hooks will
for theirs is the kingdom of God'
GOSPEL SING
— Do you ever face up to life? find themselves striving to make be guest speaker. Mrs. 011ie Lee
A new feature Is the all night Do you ever stop and wonder
what a better person of themselves., Broadie is the chairman.
'gospel sing which will be head- is behind this thing
What a great world this would I Joseph McGhee, jr will conduct
called life anylined by the famous Soul Stir- howl'
be if each of us were fully con- the Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.,
rers with Sam Cook and the Rascious of his short-comings andi Sunday. An inspiring sermon by
dio Four featuring the dynamic
: life's highway all of us at some would do all he could to change the pastor, Rev. A. R. Williams,
Morgan Babb. Supporting these point
in life stop and wonder himself. But I hear Jesus speak- 1 will be heard at 11 a.m.
groups will be the south's greatBaptist Training Union at 6 p.m.
what it is ail about. For the next ing to a group of people admonishest gospel groups who will sing 10
weeks this column will con- ing them to rid their own eyes of 1 will be under the direction of Mrs.
and sing and sing until the people
ht be able I Era Lee Robinson. Night serv•
cern itself with the general theme: _the be a ms that th ey might
go home.
to see the mot in their own eyes. ice begins at 7:30.
-Facing Up To Life".
We feel that in the deep-seated Even in the days of Jesus there PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
Covenant at 3 p.m. will spotthoughts surrounding this passage was that group of people who could
of scripture commonly known as always see the shortcomings in light Progressive Baptist church's
the beatitudes many of us will other people but as far as they: worship, Sunday.
Sunday school convenes at 91
find answers to those problems were concerned there were no
What AS behind these sayings of shortcomings.
a.m. A. .1. Terry is the super m - 1
.1 esus anyhow? Do 3 ou ever GRAVE CHALLENGE
tendent. The pastor, Rev. 0. C
But Jesus had this to say, Collins will officiate at 11 am
stop to fathom out the real meanAlfred Thurman will be in
ings or do you just try to satisfy "Blessed are those who are conMiss Winifred Perpener. mez- 3ourselves with the on-the-surface scious of their shortcomings, for charge of the Baptist Training Un-:
zo soprano now studying under in
theirs is the kingdom. Facing life ion at 6 pm.
Fisk university's Sidney Dalton as : When one faces up
Communion will be held at 7:30
is
a grave challenge on the part
to life he
a graduate student in voice. will needs certain land marks to guide of all of us. Contrary to popular p m.
make her first appearance herel him safely along the highway. belief life will he successful not ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
in proportion that we are aisle
in Memphis Friday, June 29. at Jesus was
Vacation Bible school began re
not unaware of this.
8 p. m. in a recital to he given Soon after launching out on His to find our shortcomings andthe cently at the St Stephen Baptist
in Bruce hall on the LeMoyne now famous sermon
which has be- shortcomings of others and magcollege campus.
come known to us a.s 'The Ser- nify them but in proportion that
A natis e of Fort Worth, Texas,1 mon on the Mount- you hear Him we are able to find our own shortMiss Winifred began her music- I saying, "Blessed are the poor ini comings and start with them to
al career early. She attended Jar- spirit far theirs is the kingdom make ourselves — number one a
better person. Our society is fillvis Christian college. Hawkins, of God.ed with people who have but one
Texas and studied voice culture WHAT HE MEANS
ambition in life — that is going
at Nampton institute where s h e
What does He mean here? One
around trying to change other peobegan her concert career.
authority has this to say:
this!
Now a soloist with the famous' passage Jesus meant happy are' ple trying to make them fit our
CHARLOTTE, N. C. — Negro
Fisk University Choir and Jubi- those persons who are conscious little molds. Life is not that each
lee Singers. Miss Perpener has of their shortcomings for they one of us has been given custody ohysicians and surgeons will be
been heard in the larger cities of have the kingdom'. He makes us, of certain talents. The way we; s admitted to "scientific" member'
the United States. Canada and in mindful that there are many peo- walk, talk, laugh, dress, atand, or
t, the previously all-white,
someship
affect
going
think
to
is
the British West Indies. She was! ple who walk around in an unreal I
Carolina Medical Society
North
soloist at the Ipternational Con- world, taking false vie s+ s of them one.
this year.
the
If
we
the
climb
top
of
to
of
vention
Christian Churches in selves, making false appraisals of
at least, this is the opinion of
Oklahoma City where Ole thrilled themselves, wrapping themselves ladder we are going to inspire
an audience of more than 9,000. lip in an ill-founded glory, and liv• someont else to climb. If we fail! Dr. Donald B. Koonce. WilmingHer Memphis appearance is he ing in an atmosphere that really but fail nobly we are going to in- ton, president of the NCMS, reing sponsored bs thP Bethel Pres- dos not exist.. But over against spire someone to pick up the ceived by the Old North State Medbyterian church
this there is a group that though broken pieces, the debris of our ical Society in annual session here
lives and try to make a greater at Johnson C. Smith university,
'go of theirs. Someone has pick': June 12-14.
ed us out as their example. If we
Dr. Koonce. in Chicago. attend'
are conscious of our shortcomings ing the annual meeting of the
and ask for Divine guidance each American
Medical Association,
day in the final analysis our state stated that only a "technical queswill he a state of happiness.
lion" was holding up the final
WHEN LIFE EBBS
„ announcement.
If we do our best each day fully I
AND ALL THE TRIMMINGS
Ile explained, in a telephone inaware of the fact that we have
our shortcomings we will find terview, that certain word changes
NCMS
when this life is slowly ebbing in the constitution of the
out we will be able to look in lirst, had to he cleared up by a
the asthe distance and there see One committee charged with
thru.signment.
whom we have known down

40Y-Teens Tour Nation's Capital
On Chaperoned Cultural Journey

Forty Y-Teens of the Vance Ave.: feeling of utmost veneration seem-I retta Horne, Delores Wilso n,
Branch YWCA, chaperoned by four ed to permeate each group-of spec-, Elaine Elbert, Fannie Boyd, Hat.
club advisors and the Teen-Age tators.
I tie Hayes, Edna Brown, Annie
director, left June 10 for a cut- SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE
Smith, Gwendetta Drinkwater,
tural tour of the nation's capital,
Through the efforts of William Mangnolia Betts, Daisey Butler,
Washington, D. C.
F. Owen, a Memphis post office Gloria Butler, Emma Nichols, Bar-The itinerary included Nash- supervisor and husband of the bara Hunter, 011ie Williams, Etta
Milem, Carol Franklin, Ethel Rufville, Knoxville, Bristol, Va. (in executive director of the
Eason, Robl4e
rassnigsetamnetntp
s ow
stemreastm
which city the group spent a night A
eradG
e en
weitrhal th fin, Eleanor
to Banks, Pearlyn Banks, Elden Prubefore continuing their tour), Charlottesville, Va, and after over 36 visit the Post Office Department dent and Marrita Evans. The girls
hours of travel via Continental which included greetings from the were well chapereoned by the folt lowing teacher-advisors: Mrs. M.
Trailways chartered bus, they ar- iPeosshtmowasintegrGenerhaalp;pas
e:
s to amlov
enshort
Walton Collier, Mrs. Glades Washrived safely in the history making
what
ter in transit; an escorted tour ington, Mrs. E. R. Cash and Mrs.
old city of Washington.
The very full and interesting tour through the Department's Identi- C. Atkins Hughes.
Miss Betty Johnson, Teen - Age
of the city began with a visit to fication Laboratory and a tour
the Bureau of Engraving, next the through the Mail Fraud and In- director of the YWCA Branch also
group visited the magnificent spector's Museum where relics of served as chaperon
Washington
Monument and view-. mail robberies and other items
•
ed the city from the top. Mount 1 are on exhibit.
Vernon, the home of George I Among the highlights of the trip
•
• C.
church. A faculty of five is in Washington, was a major point' was the visit to the Smithsonian
of interest. The group not only Institute which housed such histcharge. Mrs. Ruby McCall is the
principal. All children in the com- toured his home, hut the grounds orically famous old relics as the
stable on the Potomac River. Wright Brothers' first plane, the
munity are invited. School ends on and
-Spirit of St. Louis", gowns worn.
AT FBI
July 6.
Extremely impressive was the by the Presidents' first ladies, hats
Dr. F. L. Stephen will conduct
tour of the Capitol building and and swords worn by famous genthe Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.
erals in the Revolutionary and oth-,
The pastor, Rev. 0, C. Crivens, the White House. All the famous
er wars, rare stamp collections,
were
rooms
seen
both
buildings.
in
will deliver a sermon at 11 am.
An extra thrill was provided dur. and worlds of interesting museum
The ilaptist Training Union com- ing the visit to the Capitol and pieces it would take years to desRALEIGH. N. C. — (AN?) —
mences at 6 p.m. Rev. Joseph the Senate Room — Tennessee's cribe. There were numerous inWilson is the director. Evening Sen. Estes Kefauver was seated teresting, famous and beautiful Two Negro students were admitted to the Consolidated University
service will be held at 7:30.
at that particular session. Doubly landmarks and government build- of North Carolina last week, sets
ST. JAMES AME
exciting was the tour of the FBI ings which were visited. The girls ting a precedent for North CaroThe congregation of St. James Building. Everyone was curiously , actually "crammed
with much lina State college,
which never
AME church will hold regular eager to see how the FBI "always I enthusiasm in a week's time what , before in
its 67-year-old history
services, Sunday. Sunday school gets its man" and they saw ev-1 most people anticipate during a has enrolled
a Negro for underwill be held at 9:30 a.m. William erything PLUS! Lincoln Memor- lifetime•
graduate work.
tat was splendid! The moment
Jackson is the superintendent,
The Y-Teens who went on this
The students are Edward CarCommunion will be administer- the girls entered between the lofty eViting trip are: Anna Bridge- son, 18, and
Manuel Houston Croyed at It a.m. and 7:30 p.m. The columns of the Memorial they for7s, Ethelyn Hurst, Anita Cole- j kett, jr.. 16.
both residents of Hal.
pastor. Rev. H. McDonald Nelson, were so impressed with the mas- man, Carrie Littlejohn, Erma Wit-' eigh and both
enrolled as fresh.
will deliver sermons at both serv-, sive magnificence of the statue hams, Judy Poag, Bobby Ivory,' men in engineering.
They are at.
ices. The ACE League begins at ' of Abraham Lincoln which tower- Ethlyn Williams, Yvonne Mems,l tending the
summer session.
5:30 p.m. Mrs. Dora Whitson will ed so far above them in all its Pearl Jones, Ella Bell, LaVetta
A third student has applied for
direct it,
gleaming white glory that a hush Glover, Shirley Hunt, Dorothy El- fall enrollment, and
University
7:E
3ovening service will be held at suddenly fell over the entire group. us, Harrine Collier, Willie Craft,'college officials
report that he has
A look of solemn wonder and a Della Deaner, Marjorie Elbert, I.o-i been accepted.

NOTES

u of N
111 its Two
n ergrads

•

•

The Pulpit Speaks

Miss Perpener
To Sing Here

N.C. Medical
Unit To Drop,
Its Color Bars

4th OF JULY

QUALITY

QUALITY STAMP
COMPANY,INC.

STAMPS

Yes Madame,
T h e sweet aroma of yeast
bread cooking is wonderful indeed but the thoughts of Rolls
made with Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour makes your
mouth watery and your appetite quickin. There is no end to
the praises of Dad and the
small fry if you try celery seed,
sesame ceed or Caraway seed
over the rolls when you make
them out. Such a wonderful
taste aroma and s good with
Barbecue suppers. Shredded
cheese is my favorite tapping

SAVE
QUALITY
STAMPS

*Only 1200
Stamps To Fill
A Book
* All Federal
Excise Taxes
Baby'sHeatRash Are Paid For
MEXSANA Gives Fast, Longer Lasting Relief
You
From Heat Irritations .. A Family Favorite for:
* Visit Our
Redemption
1,19
Store At 216
South Cleveland
• Prickly Heat • Heat Rash
• Girdle Rash • Chafe
• Baby's Diaper Rash
•Athlete's Foot Itch
Always keep It handyl
39C•79C4

PLOLG•4 PRODUCT

JANA C. PORTER
when served with Salad or
Cold plates. Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour,
ROLL RECIPE
2 cups milk
ir cup sugar
shortening
egg
2 yeast cake
!. cup lukewarm water
I: tsp. sugar
I tbsp. salt
5 cups sifted Jack Sprat Flour
I-1 tsp, baking powder
1-8 tsp. salt
Scald milk, cream sugar shortening and egg together add to
milk cool to lukewarm. Dissolve yeast, '2 tsp, sugar in
warm water.
Combine with
milk. Sift dry remaining dry
ingredients with flour, add 2
cups flour beat until smooth
Then add remaining mixture
flour. Place in greased bowl
and let rise in warm place
until double in bulk or place
in refrigerator until ready to
use. Punch down and knead on
floured
board
until dough
has satiny finish. Roll o u t
make in to rolls bruoh
with butter and try suggested
loppings let rise to double in
bulk and bake for 15 minutes
in a 400 degree E oven.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

Big Star Show On 50,000 Watt WDIA

•

•

BAR—B--Q

You Call — We Deliver
4 orders or more
sl" per plate

If your club is having a get together, tell us the
time to have a plate for each of you. We will
be there at that time. Coll in now and tell us
the number of plates you wont delivered and the
time.

Let Us Take Care Of You
This 4th Of July
CALL

CLUB DELISA
PH. 2-9205

the years we, coming to us saying t
to each of us, "Come unto me ye
blessed of my Father inherit the
kingdom prepared for you. from
the foundation of the world."
ATLANTA. Ga. — Dr. Rufus E.
Yes, in spite of all of our shortcomings those of us who consist- Clement, president of Atlanta uniently try to daily make ourselvOs versity sailed June 20 for Italy
better will one day end up in the . and a six-weeks stay in Europe
kingdom where our fellowship will,' and England.
be a fellowship of people like usI
who have down through the years1Former
been toiling, struggling, fighting,
sacrificing and denying ourselves.
Whatever some people may say
WINTHROP, Mass — (AN?)—
about this final state it will he a Conrad Clark. a former ANP
state of happiness of blessedness World War II War correspondent
because a sympathetic .lesus will was knighted as a member of the
he there extending His hand to Kdights of Columbus in Winthrop
all of us and rewarding us with council No. 162 of this city, on
the great words, "Well done:''
Friday night,

Dr, Clement Sails
For Continent

Writer joins
Knights Of Columbus

THE POWERFUL 10,000 watt station %MIA Carries the popu• Star Fowl Stores are happy to
bring this opportunity to t h
e
lar Big Star Talent show to a huge section of t Ii e nation youths of the great Mid-South
area. Program time for the Big
each and every week as Big Star brings to the vast Mid-South Star Food Stores on WHIA
is 11:30 each Saturday morning,
audience the wonderful variety of entertainment which these Just call the station for an
audition try -out. Appearing on a reyoung stars present. It is opportunity for talents of every cent program pictured above
are: Left to righ t:
Geneive
description to shine, it is very possible that these youthful Jones, Mildred Ratliff.
Carolyn Nnrment, Addie Holtz,
Nokostars can turn out In he the big stars of tomorrow. Your B i g mis Johnson. Jeanette Clair
and Sandra Clair.

•

1••••

Sat., June 23, 1954

•

Alabama

Air Small Business Problems At NC(
Less Fit Fear
Integregation

DURHAM, N. C. — "Competi- backward or forward with a gention being what it is, we shouldn't eral trend toward racial integraexpect to see the survival of the tion? We have to look at patterns
loss fit" among the nation's small which have already begun to apbusiness, according to Atlanta pear in other fields. Suddenly
•
banker L. D. Milton, a former there is going to be readjustment
•
member of the U. S. Department which will bring the failure of
of Commerce's Small Business some of our weaker units in some
lines in which there has been toCommittee.
Milton and Harry W. Ketchum, tal dependence upon desegregadirector of the Office of Distribu- tion.
tion, U. S. Department of Com- COMPETITION INCREASING
merce, were speakers at the con"On the other hand, other busicluding session of the 10th annual nesses are going
to go along about
• •
North Carolina Negro Business as usual because they
•
already
.
•
• •
•
League at North Carolina college have established customers
. •
•
who
4
•
last week.
•
•• a
are not going to change their hab" U'
Both men said that competition its. Some very small type busi•
remains the heirt of the Ameri- nesses among our group persists
can free enterprise system.
all over the U. S. in localities
Ketchum said he believed that where there is no necessary
sepwill
business
con- aration and legal segregation, but
although small
tinue to meet the challenges of comrr *ty association and dwell.
coming economic changes, that, at ing.
the same time, there is much need
.
"Those businesses wehave
for study and research "in the which have been accustomed
to
, 5,4
frontier of the small business en- competition are going to have
NASHVILLE
terprise."
"Tots
Through
dia. Party given in her honor
more competition than ever before,
ters when she joins her husMesdames N. McAlpin, H. R.
D. M. Watson, R. A. Wilson,
Teens" Mothers dub bids "bon
was at the home of Mr. and
the more profitable the line and
SEEK OWN MARKET
band, who is in Bhopal on ofThompson, H. L. Burley, W.
D. NIadison, J. (i. McClellan,
voyage"
to
one
its
of
charter
Mrs.
Neal MeAlpin. where she
ficial business for the I'. S.
"It is fallacious to believe our- the bigger the sector of the marAndrews. W. J. Welch, S. L.
I..
c. Farbes, 0. R. Jackson,
members,
Mrs.
H. M. Jones.
was presented a gift certifiGovernment. Mrs. Jones is
Greene, H. W. Taylor, C. Ryselves in small business as really ket the more the competition.
and R. S. Anderson.
before
left
she
the
for
S.
cate.
Jones
Mrs.
will
be
"Integration
acis
not going to
seated (2nd from left). Others
open market competitors," Milton
an, D. C. Candy, L. J. Gunn,
a two-year stay in Bhopal, Incompanied by her six daugh•
in photo are (left to right)
H. C. Rose, G. B. Brothers,
said He added, "the snail busi- make very many of our business
ness must seek its sector of the men more or less alert and it is
market, local or nation. Therein not going to give them more or
and Mary Austin Brown of Mont-land chatter were the pastimes. A Herron, Mrs. Esrline
Barron, Billess market then they have now.
only lies success."
ornery, L. Williams of Mobile delicious dinner was served. lie, Virgil and t'arol
Harris, Dan"Failure or success will follow
Milton, president of the Citizens
-and Robert Ilymes of Fort Smith, Among the guests were: Alma netta Kennon, the W. E.
Elstons,
Trust co. of Atlanta, said "The the individual firm and its ability
Arkansas. The couple honeymoon- Dickinson, Mrs. Laura Anderson, sr. and jr. and
baby of Chicago,
psychological impact of segrega- to adjust and not the progress of
ed at Niagara Falls, New York. the Bethunes. Daniel Coar, Alta Hooper Councill and
Mrs. Otis
tion is bad upoq both entrepre- integration. Competition being
Among the pre-nutpial parties Benning. Lucille and John Terrell (7ouncill Jackson of Buffalo,
New
what
is,
expect
should
not
it
we
neur and customer."
was the Lingerie shower given Lay, A'elina Coar, Mrs. Pauline York attended graduation
at TalMilton said that businesses op- the survival of the less fit.
I.a
Amies
Bon
Social
and
Fletcher,
Saving
Alzada Harris, Mayo ladega.
41
We can only hope that desegcrated by Negroes fall into two
Hi All
Stone wore white ruffled tulle Club at the A. G. Gaston Lounge. and Annie Laurie Forniss. Made- 'Twas nice seeing Victoria and
separates
gradually
regation
the
classes (1) Those that exist beThe Ladies of Camellias Club line, Ronnie, Michael, David and,
Another in the series of fashion- frocks and carried umbrella laced
cause of or are related to segre- men from the boys and gives ef- able church weddings of the seafeted the bride with a bedroom ,Lorrayne Coar, Anne and Joseph Eloise Bywater of Fort Valley,
bouquets.
Little
Herman
Pruitt,
Georgia; Claudia and Dr. Russell
gation and (2) Those which exist ficient units the opportunity to op- son was that of Lettie Mae Soles,: ringbearer,
wore a white full dress shower and Brunch at Ilk, Motel Cassell, 1Vilma Elston of Chicago, and Herman Anderson of Mobile
atmosphere
as
not
erate
an
in
segregation."
in spite of
Rev. and Mrs. 11. C. Terrell, Kadaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph suit. Carla Jennings and Dolly Lounge.
"Should we expect to see the paralyzing in psychological ef- Soles to the Rev. Philip Thornton Edwards
Olivia Harris llowell was host- i i e Ligon, T. L. Hale, Emma at graduation at Talladega.
were
flower
girls.
Tuskegeeans were shocked at
small business of our group move fects as is segregation."
ess at a dinner party for the Browder. and Fannie Ilarris.
Lenud of Worcester, Massachus- The bride, who
the sudden death of Dr. J. A. Berwas given in couples Marshall Knowles,
Clematis Bridge Club's Annual
Allow
etts on June 3 at Metropolitan marriage by her father,
ry, en route from his daughter's
wore a 7.a Standford and Louella Harris Spring
Bridge Party, at the Beth• gradual ion.
Community church, when the Rev. creation of white chantilly
lace
were
joint
hostesses
at
lehern
House
a
dinner
on Saturday drew the
Robert W. Hayden, assisted by and tulle, floor
The Column's Get Well Wishes
length with fitted party honoring the hridal
party. coty's leading Bridge enthusiasts.
the Rev. M. Thornton, performed torso, portrait
neckline and long
Countis Bunch was hostess at Four games of Progressive Bridge to Delmar Willis. and Maine MaMr. and Mrs. Floyd Smith mothe double ring ceremony.
sleeves. Tiers of lace and tulle the After-R
hospitalized. tored to
ehearsal Patry.
found Hazel Jackson leading, fol- mon who have been
Pensacola, Fla., to visit
Tall white burning tapers in ruffles formed
Sullivan
isgiut
Mr.
Hazzard
aftthe bouffant skirt
mis mother, Mrs. Autry.
Lois Greene and Billie Harris lowed by Patricia Davidson a n d
nious and Harold Junious left Sat- branched candelabra formed a which pointed into a train. The
RESSZBIER
er being hospitalized.
Mrs. Fannie House is attending
urday night for Cincinnati, Ohio. background for the setting of cathedral length veil of tulle was were co-hostesses at the Installa- Daisy Jones. Wilma and Mildred
By G. W. IVEY
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Wiley an- summer school in
tion
meeting
Elston
of
Les
of
Jennies
Dames.
Chicago
Tuskegee, Ala.
were
white,
green
and
and
out
the
of
bridal
town
They
Mr.
Isaac
joined
Cook.
marriage
attached
nounced
sisher
the
members
the
of
to
studded
of
a
sequin
ti' The officers and
Scheduled as a lawn party at the guests. Gertrude Hicks is presiMr. and Mrs. Augusta Blow's
arch and prayer bench. Gwendolyn ara. She carried white
Mrs.
E.
Anna
Junious
spent
Satter, LeShore, R. N. at Hubbard
a
Bible and
St. John Ind., Methodist church, in
Soles and Lillian Ann Howell sister a bouquet of tuberoses centered home of Nell Cole, inclement dent of Clematis. Other members hospital in Nashville, to Dr. David daughter-in-law is in Greenville
South Bessemer, joined the pastor urday June 2, in Bessemer with
hospital where she was in a car
weather
turned
it
are:
into
Rose
a
Rumpus
Collier.
cousin
Fannie
and
of
bride,
lighted
the
the
Lewis,
with a white orchid. .J. W. Lenud Room
Rev. J. L. Miller, 2501 Clarendon her sons before they left for Cin- candles.
party. Ruth Gaillard install- Emma Peterson, Naomi Sims, Lo- Todd. The bride is the daughter wreck last Saturday night. tier
Alice Bernice Soles, sis- was his brother's
Ohio.
nati,
late
William
the
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
best man, with ed the following officers:
ave., in mourning the passing of
Lois vie Stewart, Zenobia Mike, Al- LeShore and a sister of the late husband was killed, they were
'ter of the bride was maid of hon- Frank
Acey, Rufus Harris, Ed- Greene, president: Electa
his brother Osie Long, 107 6th st., There was a platter session at
coming home from Washington.
berta
White,
Fannie
Green,
Other
attendants
or.
Harris.
were:
ErnesLouise
ward Harris, Melvin Standford, all vice president;
Mrs. Johnnie Owens. She received
Prattville, Ala. The Funeral is to the Mt. Olive school last Friday
Eddie Weller Drakefor, jr.. died
Josie
Franklin,
Reid,
recordLois
tine
Nathan,
Soles Harper, sister of t h e cousins of the
Leila Co- her education in the Public
night. It was given by Mrs. Junibride; Harry Har- ing secretary; Laura Sterling,
be announced later.
Sunday and was buried last Wedman and Alma Powell. A delectco
bride; Mary Olivia Harris Hope, per, Jesse Champion,
ous.
Schools in Birmingham and comCharles responding secretary; Bernice able repast was served
Elwood Smith of Chidago,
with Mrs. pleted her nursing education at nesday. Rev. R. W. Widten officMrs. Catherine Maynor spent of New York City, cousin of t h e Stewart, Mose Bubch, Lewis Mitwas here visiting his parents and
Sterling,
treasurer:
Annie
Ella
Denson,
Moseley,
cateress.
bride;
Howell,
Here
Mary George
cous- chell, Jim Hollins, 011ie
and Grady Hospital in Atlanta. She iated.
Boddie,
child recently. Mr. Smith is the Thursday in Bessemer, visiting her in of the bride; Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. John Cheathnian
Lenud Asa McClellan, and Lafayette Dud- sergeant-at-arms and parliamen- there one saw: Minnie Ford Stew- has done work at Tennessee State
doctor.
have their son, Earl, home from
tarian: Mabel Clarke. reporter. art, Lucille Turner. Alice Parrish,
10n-in-law of Mrs. H. E. Grate.
Barnes
Michigan,
of
Detroit,
WilMr. and Mrs. Grace live at 1527 Little Ronnie O'Neal Junious helmina Lenud Champion, both ley of Boston, Mass., serving as Charlie Green was bartender. A Myrtle Jackson, Florence Stewart, University. The groom is the son Tucloocie, Ala.
celebrated his 2nd birthday on
of the Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Todd
ushers. J. D. Whitfield of Mobile delicious supper
Carolina ave., Bessemer, Ala.
was served, with Seretha Jackson, Elizabeth Wilsisters of the groom; Alice Perry and Alwilda
and has just completed his medicColeman Smith ren- Mrs. Annie Denson, cateress. hite, Julia Gillespie,
t William E. Colvin, son of Mr. June 6.
l'earl Washsmith of Detroit; Virginia Cox
and Mrs. Lucins Colvin, 3131 Fair- Mr. and Mrs. Will JunIous and Harris of Washington, D. C. and dered the music with Jesse Cham- Guests included: Lillian Sheehy, ington, Mattie Wright. Nannie al work in Meharry medical college.
Florida
pion and lola Burton rendering the Roslyn Ware, EsSie
fax ave., Bessemer, Ala., w a s family spent last Sunday in Cen- Countis May Barnes.
Taggart, Ani- Pearl Gray, Flora and Clinton
Busses and trains, cars and
vocals.
ta
married to Miss Regina Arminta treville, Ala., visiting Mr. a n d
McIntosh,
McKellar,
Lewis,
Lucille
Thelda Berry Austin, Min- planes will carry the large deleTheir frocks were waltz length,
The groom is the son of the Rev. Brewer, Seretha Jackson, Fannie nie Williams, Edythe Irons,
Bahner on June 9th. The cere- Mrs. Charlie Reuben and family. white embroidered silk organdy
SNEADS
MinMrs.
Lucile
Maynor,
Mrs.
Anna
and
Mrs.
M.
Thornton of this city. Matherson. Daisy .lones, Hattie nie Armstrong, Marvzo McIntosh. gation of local people attending the
mony took place at the Mt. Olive
Ily
D. DEMPSEV
with draped necklines. The wide
B.T.U.
National
E.
Sunday
School
and
Junious
and
Mrs.
Willie
Mae
The
bride's mother wore a floor Calloway, Mabel Neely. Yvonne Marion Rodgers. Mabel
Baptist church in Birmingham,
,Jasper
Clarke,
white
single
and
hats
strands
Pope,
of
father of the Rev.
Angeles.
BesMrs.
Los
'ongress
in
Farington
attended the United
length frock of pink lace with har- Willie, Melba Nixon, Ada Crowell, Mildred Brice, Velner Caraway.
Ala. Mr. Colvin is an instructor
. S. Pope is at home from the
pearls they wore were gifts from
Secretary
Estell,
National
s
ie
S.
Women's
meeting
Tuesday
night
monizing
accessories,
and a white Genevieve Jordan. Henrietta Bradat Westfield, Ala.
Among the Birminans motoring heads the delegation.
Donaldsonville hospital and doing
on June 5. The meeting took place the bride. They carried fan bou- orchid. The groom's mother wore ford,
The pastor, officers and memMayo Forniss, Catherine Me- to Talladega for graduation cxerNew
Paralce
Small
fineYork
off
to
is
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dan quets of pink carnations.
a waltz length frock of blue lace Kinney of Ashville, Amanda Kel- eises were: Marion Bradford.
bers of the St. John Ind., Methodist
the
Junior attendants, Terry and
ie she has accepted employ- Mrs. Bertha Donald is expecting
with matching accessories and a ley of Harrisburg. Pa., Annie Lau- Dan Kennons, Leila Butler, Ber- where
church worshiped with the offi- Smith.
the arrival of her daughter, LouDenise
Hope
of
York
New
and
Mrs.
Anna
E.
Junious
Was
hosWhite
orchid.
Assisting at the re- rie Tucker of New York City, Mrs. nice Burroughs, Madeline Davis,
cers and members of Greater 14th
Gail Elaine Harper and Patricia
ise from St. Petersburg, Fla.
of
tell
Detroit
Invitations
from
tess
last
Monday
night to the Mt.
ception that followed at the home Otis C. .Jackson of Buffalo, New Bernice Sterling, Laura and Billie
St. Baptist church in the celebraMr. and Mrs. Abraham Douglas
approaching
marriage
Anof
the
of the bride were: Lorean Jackson York and Mesdames Laura Shep- Sterling, Isabel Cowan, Reva and
tion of 57th anniversary of their Olive Saving club, and Mrs. Carare the proud parents of a baby
tasha Linder.
rie Black will be hostess next spent several days here visiting Knowle. Olivia Harris Howell, herd, Pearl Oliver.
Wesley Coleman, Laura Harriet
pastor and church.
s. girl, Mildred Louise. Mother
Delegates to the Alabama :
her sister and family.
and
Monday at the club.
Helen George Heath. Vara Lee
the Spend-the-Day party given and John,Wesley Coleman. Mayo
The Big Three 'Night worship
baby are doing fine.
of
Clubs
tell
sociation
Women's
of
Posey
serivery
Louise
Miss
is
Mrs.
Lucile
Maynor
Mrs.
Hinton,
and
Mildred
Varner,
Fredericby
Alva
Coar
Harris on Friday and Annie Laurie Forniss, Diane ,
was held at the 1st Baptist church
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Brown.
Anna E. Junious spent last Sat- ously ill.
ka Fullerton, Juanita Matthews at Camp Fletcher was restful and Robertson, Norma Jean Willis, • timeasuccessful meeting and a grand
M Bessemer. Rev. J. L. Miller,
entertained their daughter and son
Gadsden.
the
meeting
at
in
Robert
Payne
The
last
for
rites
urday
in
Bessemer
Clark,
on business.
Blonnie Pitts, Wilma How- enjoyable. Games, hikes, swim- Gladys Hicks, Mr. and Mrs. .1. 11.1
pastor of the St. John, Ind., MethMr. and Mrs. Aggie PayNice notes from Brunetta Peterheld last Sunday morning at ell Stone, Mamie Gayles Byrnes ming, inspection tours, lounging Shepherd, Rev. and
odist church delivered a powerful Rev. and Mrs. Horton and fam- was
Mrs. F. J. son tell of her adjusting in Chica- ton o
of Palmette, Fla., over the
the Corinth Baptist church. Rev.
ily
of
Jasper,
Ala.,
was
the
Sunmessage. Rev. L. C. Walker, pasw
d. The couple left Sunday
I go, where she is now making her in-law,eeen:
day guest of her sister, Mrs. Lu- Glaze officiated.
tor.
morning
home.
'
accompanied by Mrs. ReParalee
Mrs.
Jackson
Monleft
cile Maynor and husband.
•••
At the initial meeting of Les etta Daniels and children,
day for an indefinite visit with her
•
•
•
GREENSBORO
Tres Charmanres, held at t h e ,
y
psewy
,e,notfto
PaTnaairn
children in Detroit, Mich.
iah
aaC
ssitel,
TRUSSVILLE
By MARY A. KENNEDY
isited his mother, Mrs. Anni•
home of Marian Rodgers, the fol-:
Mrs.
Annie
Mt.
Harris
the
from
By
L.
R.
MEYERS
Mrs. I. L. Kennedy and h e r
lowing officers were elected: Hat-; Dempsey recently.
Canaan Baptist church made redaughter were recent visitors at luring the absence of Rev. T.
YLeol'u.yrspterimil
tie M. Taylor, president; Alice
cent visit to the 1st Baptist church
the CME church last Sunday Mrs. C. Williams, the Rev. F. H. Gunn
Soles. vice president: Jackie Park-: on June 4th for a medical check
of Alton last Sunday morning an-I
Kennedy is the wife of the Rev. conducted services last Sunday
er, recording secretary: Carolyn 1113.
then to the St. Stephen Baptist
Kennedy, her daughter is the wife morning at the Mt. Canaan BapMardis, financial secretary: HelMrs. Bessie Snow of Marianna
church in Lovicks that afternoon.
of Stewart, the nephew of the tist church.
en Harris, treasurer: Sarah Caf- was a brief visitor in the rity. and
• ••
late Dr. J. W. Wiley.
The Rev. S. Robinson pastor of TUSCUM BIA
fey, business manager; Marian rural routes.
,
Mrs. Saul Harries, daughter Mt. Zion Baptist church of AshRodgers, parliamentarian: Faye' Mrs. Louise Anderson, and
By MRS. C. A. SMITH
chitVera Mae will study the 5th grade. ville and a group of his memG. Crawford, chaplain and report- dren of Pensacola are
visiting in
Mrs. Estella Reese was a visiShe had a real nice report card. bers motored here last Sunday. He
er. Other members are: • Juanita the homes of her mother-in-law
,
tor from Madisonville. Ky., re• ••
Mitchell. Mary McArthur. A de- Mrs. Ella Anderson. They also
snake at the 7th anniversary servvis:
licions repast was served. Sarah l ited Mrs. Maggie Lewis
ice of the Rev. T. C. Williams at cently.
EMPIRE
and Mrs.
Willie Owens has returned home
Caffey was hostess to the group , Lessie Williams.
Mt. Canaan church.
By EFFIE M. PENDLETON
after
attending
the
last
rites of
and had as her guest, Ruby Arn:4
' William Pendleton, jr., is home
Mrs. Sadie Booker of Cleveland,
old. Faye Crawford entertained
visiting his parents and friends. Ohio arrived here last week. She his mother in New York.
the group at her home on North
Mrs. Ressie Wright was a visiMr. and Mrs. Joe Bankhead are joined her husband the R e v.
4th place. A tasty repast was
the proud parents of a baby girl George Booker who was called tor at the Mt. Carmel Baptist
Georgia
served.
weighing 7 pounds. Mother and here several days ago because of church.
Yvonne Willie is all excited over,
illness of his uncle His uncle, An- The Missionaries of the 1st Bapbaby are doing fine.
: WRAF
her trip home to Bermuda.
Miss Adean Motley and brother- drew Booker passed away recent- tist church will have their anRosa Powell, teacher of the
By VIOLA THOMAS
in-law are home visiting their ly and was funeralized at the Mt nual meeting on the 24th of June.
Young Women's Auxiliary of Trim.' Sunday school was well attended
Joy Baptist church.
mother and 'friends.
Rev. H. L. "Wilson is the pastor.
ity Baptist church was showered last Sunday and the missionaries
* •
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bedell of
The 3rd Appreciation Service for
with many useful gifts, when she met after the close of Sunday
Cleveland, Ohio, are here visiting Rev, J. H. Cable, pastor
WEST BLocroN
of the
was hostess to the group on her, morning service.
relatives,
By PERCY BLACK
Missionary Baptist church closed
birthday. A delicious repast was
The Knights of Moses and tho
Cpl. Jodie Hammond, wife and recently. They are happy to
The last rites of Mrs. Lillie
report
served. Other members are: Essie Good Samaritans celebrated
Mae Hill was held at the Mount children left for his station in Vir- the amount of $223.15. A wonderful
their
Palmer. chairman:
Magnolia' anniversary recently.
Grove Baptist church on June 17. ginia after spending several day; time was enjoyed by all.
Jones, M. A. Browder, Hazel BudThe last rites for Mrs. Frances
She leaves to mourn her passing, here with parents and relatives.
On our sick list we have, Mrs.
son, Mattie Harper. Julia Berry,. Southern were held at Frances
Albert Walker and family of Ata husband. Wesley Hill, three boys
Betsy Morris, Mary White, MonAgnee Sims, Ruby Steward. Faye Chapel church with the Bev, J.
and four girls. Rev. J. D., Craig lanta. Ga., made a visit here last roe
Hunter and Rachel Johnson.
Crawford and Jocelyn Williams W. Harvcry of Alamo. Ga.. ofweek with his mother and brothofficiated.
•••
were guests.
I ficiating.
Napoleon Anthony and family of er. Mrs. Amelia Walker and ErENTERPRISE
Our sympathy to the family of
Dayton, Ohio is guest of relatives van.
By J. II. OLIVER
Mrs. Catherine Endow, who was m •
•
•
•
Mrs. Eddie Mae Lake who behere.
funeralized from Mt. Hebron BapRev. A. L. Alford, pastor of St.
Avery Duff, MeGuffie Duff and came ill last Friday has improvtist church, with the Rev. James
Bulah Baptist church. Dec, Henry
,lennie King were guest of rela- ed.
Lige
officiating. Last rites were, —
Mrs.
Gertrude
Walker
and
Mrs.
Rev.
M. L. Robinson, pastor of
tives at Panama, Fla.
held at 45tb St. Baptist church on BATESVILLE
Willie Paul Thompson of Ypsil- New Bethel Baptist church and a Adle Edwards attended the SalemArne 12 for Mrs. Carrie Bell Ford.
By CLEY W. JOINER
anti, Mich., spent his vacation group of members, motored to Lo- Enterprise District Sunday school
Bishop Lindsey Shealy was fu-; The Sand
convention
Tennille,
at
Ala.
last
vicks
Sunday afternoon. Rev.
Spring AME church
with his parents and family, Mr.
neralized from Rising Star Holi- had a
wonderful service on the
The Friendship Baptist church
and Mrs. Samuel Thompson at Robinson brought the final mesness church of God with Rev. Ma- 3rd Sunday
sage in Lovicks for the 9th an- held the Church Anniversary servwith the pastor, Rev.
East 131.3cton.
son delivering the eulogy.
R B. Dysie bringing the me.s.s2--4.,
tenni every of Dayton. Ohio niversary of the Rev. W. C. Cow- ice Sunday, June the 17th. All the
Funeral rites for Mr Henry Pastor
J. C. Knox frees liisiii
was the weekend guest of his par- ley at the St. Stephen Baptist different churches in the locality
(-havers, sr,. were conducted from phis
church.
brought the Chlichsitil
AvSammie
Hrs.
participated.
and
Mr.
ents.
St. Luke AME church, with the
sermon at the Clear Creek MI
Mrs. Mary Young and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Will Stinson and
ery.
Rev. A. W. Thomas officiating.
Church.
j
Mrs. Alberta Black was carried Mary B. Jones were the luncheem children of Cleveland. Ohio, was
BACCALUREATE SPEAKER
.
livered the baccalaureate sercola, president of General
I Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Hines and
to the hospital in Birmingham. guest of Mrs, Annie Harris last called home due to the death of
— Rev. Edward T. Graham
mon at Florida .% and M uni•
Alumni Usociation. 1t right 1 About two-thirds of
all South!children went to Oxford to visit
Friday.
Mrs, Stinson's mother, Mrs. IraMs. She is doing fine.
(center I Pastor of Mount Zion
‘risit, Tallahassee. At left
is university president George
America's
mineral
Mrs. Hattie Adams of Chicago'Lien
are, Mrs. Hines' sister and husband
resources
Mrs. Susie Cook, little Isaac JuBaptist church in Miami, de.
is Dr. H. D. Goode of l'ensaW. Gore, jr.
in Chile.
I recently.
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BREWTON
By ALEX AUTRY
Mrs. Eddie Mae Marshal) bar
returneti- to Pensacola,
where she has made her home. SII
spent a week in Brewton with he
mother. Mrs. Mary Lovelace.
Miss Willie Mac Sanford spent
the weekend in Atmore, Ala.
Elbert Coleman of Atmore, Ala.,
was the weekend guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Noah Lovelace.
Mr. and Mrs. Somme! Goat
were the weekend guests of their
parents. Mr. a n d Mrs. Sellers
Gont.
Mrs Melvin Eskew and little
N'irginis Mallard were visiting
their brother in Mobile, Ala.
Mrs. Arnold Mae Coleman and
her two daughters Linda a n d
Margaret Ann left Wednesday for
Tennessee to join her husband.
Mrs. Helen Richardson and two
daughters, and Mrs. Claude Rankins were the Sunday evening dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Rankins.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Heigh were
visitors of their mother, M r s.
Hall recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Bry at Spring Hit'
have their son home from Michi
gan for a few days.
Mr. Hendrith of Spring Hill
spent the week out of town.
Fred Sanford left for Californiz
where he will attend the Sunday
School convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Powell's daughter
was united in marriage to Henry
Jackson. son of Mrs. Annie Mae
Jackson last Friday night. The
happy • couple will make their
home in Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith and
son Walter Daniel, and Glover
Crosby, jr., left for Chicago, 111.,
recently where they will spend
the summer. Mr. Crosby will join
his mother and father there.
Sam Cunningham will have his
daughter from Detroit, Mich., visiting him and her sister, Hrs. Joe
Henry Washington.
Mrs. Joe Fountain has her mother from Selma, Ala., visiting her.
Miss Mary Ann Malden was visiting Selma to attend the state
convention.
Mrs. Gus Oliver has her daughter and children from Pineapple,
Ala., here visiting her.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Thomas
have their son and daughter-in-law
visiting them.
John Cheathman, Mrs. Lucile
Coleman and Frank Coral motored
to Tuskegee to visit Mrs. Coleman's son, James Curry, who is

I
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LOVELQ1
golaikt
BY YVITTE MIA frrE•

MY LOVE LIFE

MAHALIAby-J-ACKSON
(As Told To Alfred Duckett)

comforts and pleasures which suc-'deep belief in God. They taught
cess brings. I am human, so I me, from the cradle almost, that
enjoy these comforts and pleas- dancing, drinking, playing cards
5 ft. 61
/
2 inches tall, weight 130 manitarian field as distribution of
ures.
were "worldly."
lbs., medium complexion and con_ surplus food, children, employNor do I want to pretend that They taught me to respect the
sidered nice looking. I am seek_ ment, and other ideas to relieve
Continuing in its presentation
never before have the facts cowl
I have ever been able to find right of others to follow their own
ing new friends and true pen human suffering. Some day I will
of distinguished feature stories
tamed
in these articles been eau
the
fullest
remarry.
and
I
richest of happi- consciences, but that I must learn
hope no one hesitate
pals. I like all sports and the betness - since, as I said before, I to live without these diversions. which are offered exclusively to
en
the public. In her owls
to
ter things in life. I will answer in writing. Frank White, P. 0. B. 111•
•
the readers of the DAILY and
have sought but not yet found NEVER HAD A DOLL
all letters and exchange pho- 2036, Seattle 11, Wash.
words,
Miss Jackson tells the
CHICAGO
DEFENDE
R, we are
lasting happiness in my personal
*•
tos so please write. Martha Dell
One of these days I am going proud to
story behind the story, the facts
present
this
frank,
relife or love.
Byrd, 601 Mississippi ave., Coto sponsor a huge gospel program vealing
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
first installment in a sebehind t h e publicity, handouts
SECRET THING
lumbia, Miss.
and use every penny I earn to
a regular reader of your column.
ries of five articles by interna•
about
•• •
her personal life, her poig•
First
But
that
Installm
secret,
ent
magic thing give away dolls to poor little girls
I've always found it interesting
which I have found - which has whose parents cannot afford to tionally • noted gospel singer, mint suffering in marriage and
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am and I must say you deserve much
Mahalia Jackson. Thousands of
I know there will be some people who will express made me happy and which keeps
love and her secret ambitions
interested in meeting pen pals in credit and honor for helping so
buy them.
words have been written about
surprise
and desires, The DEFENDER
me
constantly
that
a
gospel
grateful to God - When I was a child, I never
your wonderful U. S. A. I am many lonely people. I like to
singer has agreed to tell the pubthis top star of radio, television
presents this unusual story to its
is so powerful that I can awake had a doll. We just couldn't afft. 7 inches tall and weigh 139 write as well as receive letters. the truth about so intimate
a subject as her experience each morning
whose dynamic personality and
readers, not only because of the
glad for another ford anything other than the bare
pounds, my complexion is brown I am 25 years of age, light brown
great talent draw immense audiwith love, her secret ambitions and desires of the heart. day and
great human interest it contains
lie down at night looking necessities of life.
and my hair straight. I would like skin, brown eyes, black wavy hair
ences for her personal appearTo be quite honest with you, when the idea was first forward to tomorrow.
but also because of the signifi4,
to meet some nice young men and my beight is 5 ft. 11 inches.
It may be that, if I'd been for- ances and
elicit enthusiastic
cant message it has to give to
between the ages of 36 on. I am I'd like pen pals from all over suggested to me, I thought it riIt was tomorrow which I was tunate enough to own a doll or
comment from the critics. But people in search of
thinking about when I finally de- other toys, I wouldn't have been
happiness.
27 years of age, and considered the world. I travel a lot and love diculous.
Is
finished.
I
told
it
to
my
friend.
attractive. I will answer all let- to relate my adventures and hear
intimate,
cided
personal
my
tell
to
as
interested
11111111111111111111
as
I
11111111111111111111
music.
was
in
11111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Then I began to think it over She had
been on her way out
ters and exchange photos. So if of others. So please write me. very seriously
and I realized what the door when she made the story. For, tomorrow will be shap- My parents forbade my listenyou are interested in a good wife, Jesse Lee, 1023 North 7th St., a mess
ed and made either bright or ing to "worldly" music, but that ever, I don't know
humaga beings have gotten
that it is true. singing the same good old church
write! Lydia Jean Kirkley, 17c Nashville 7, Tenn.
themselves into when they become
ItN7).
Evidently, there are some smart l music — but with a little bounce.
East Ave., Whitfield Town, B.
• ••
reluctant or ashamea to talk
businessmen in show business who OLD AS BIRTH OF CHRIST
W. I.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have frankly and honestly about one of
believe it is true. The New York I What the ministers didn't real•••
only been in Chicago for a short the great human forces - love.
Apollo
Theatre once offered me ize then — but they do now — is
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am length of time and I would
like
God is the God of Love and He
half of the gross receipts if I that gospel music isn't new. It is
Interested in corresponding with to correspond with
some of the breathed life into His Son, Jesus
would do an engagement there. as old as the birth of Jesus.
pen pals between the ages of 38- nice young ladies
in your city. Christ, because He "so loved the
A Greenwich Village night club
When He was born, people went
40. I am 46 years of age, 6 ft. tall I am a deeply religious
man and world" and wanted to save it
owner, several years back, made forth and sang in joy. Their songs
and
weigh
180 pounds. I would like to meet some
riles from its sinning.
me a fantastic salary bid. Leon- were gospel music which means
have a son who is 2/
1
2 years old, young lady in the same category
ard Sillman, producer of "New joy and the spreading of good
We are looking for a woman who between the ages of 19-23. I am NEVER BE ASHAMED
tidFaces" wanted to star me in a ings.
Is looking for love and compan- 23 years of age, 6 ft.
2 inches, Human beings should never be
Broadway production with a minI wouldn't take a million dolionship. I haven't much to offer weigh 196 and considered
nice ashamed of love. It is hate which
imum guarantee of $5,000 a week. lars for the privilege God has ala wife but together we should looking. I have a good job andi should make them shrink.
, lowed me to spread the good tidCANNOT ACCEPT
be able to obtain some of the I am an Electro Student.
Even after
had figured this
So if
nice things out of life. So please any nice girl is interested please; out, I still did not know why it
Only last year, the Chez Paree ings about Christianity.
write me. Wm. L. Brannon, 5427 write. Bill Kommo, 733 S.
management invited me to appear
No amount of money can make
State could possibly be of any imporLake Park., Chicago, 111.
there, saying I could sing the ma- up for some of the thrills which
tance to the readers of the CHIst., Chicago 5, Ill.
terial I selected and named a huge are in the files of my memory
CAGO DEFENDER to
S..
either
* *
salary figure. I cannot accept such . . .singing in an Atlanta, GaAs
know or care about some of the
DEAR MME CHANTE: In the
DEAR MME CHANTE: I have
offTehres.
ballpark before 21,000 people. .
been
field of human relations it's diffi- read your column, many times, things which have never
reason is simply this. To alighting from a train in Dayton,
cult to realize the contributions and now I hope you can help printed about me and which I
be very honest, I don't know Ohio, to be swept up into a great
you are making and haye made in me. I am 27 years of age, 5 ft. rarely discuss.
whether I could sing the blues parade and motorcade which curvdeveloping love, friendship and 10 inches tall, weigh 175 lbs., and Coincidentally, just as I was
successfully — even if I wanted ed through the heart of the busiinspiration and aspiration among brown complexion. I would like to tossing this around in my mind,
to break a promise I have made ness section and the white and
Its readers.
correspond with pen pals of the I was visited by a friend who was
and kept to myself and to God. colored neighborhoods with 50.000
I am interested in pen pals opposite sex who are interested in in need of consolation and advice
I find happiness in singing God's people lining the streets for what
among women and men alike. I marriage. I have a good job andl about a delicate personal problem.
music. When I sing His music, they called Mahalia Jackson
We talked about her problem
am 38 years of age. Divorced. enjoy the nice things in life. I
Day
I find in it a personal triumph in Dayton.
Have been bacheloring for 9 years. will answer all letters and ex- for some time. As my friend was
over
every
handicap.
Having five sellout, • standing
My work falls in many categories change photos. Charles McCombs, about to leave, she looked at me
I find in it a solution to every room only concerts at Carnegie
of a semi skilled nature. I am 5226 Ingleside. Chicago, Ill.
with great envy and said:
problem, an easing of my soul, Hall. . .being treated like visiting
"Mahalia, how I wish I could
a peace which descends upon me, royalty in every important Eurobe as happy as you are. You do
an inner voice which comfortingly pean capital in front of the Iron
have everything to make you hapassures me that "everything is Curtain.
py. You have expensive clothes,
.having my own netgoing to be all right." When I work radio and television shows
a beautiful car, fabulous home, inhave sung a song that praises . . .being asked by Mamie Eisenteresting work, money in the bank
God, I have found peace.
hower to sing her favorite religand a large income.
When a man sings the blues and ious songs on a television
"You have been praised all over
show
his last note is sung, he is still in honor of her birthday.
America and in Europe and met
POWER OF SELECTION
or so. Am I wrong? W. I.
lonely. He is still unhappy.
GREAT THRILLS
scme of the most glamorous peoANS. Like all mothers, ye
PEACE IN GOD'S MUSIC
' In our daily living, if life Is
ple in the world. Some of them
These have been some of the
want to keep them with you as
There is peace in God's music. great thrills
have even become your close perto fulfill its high purpose, we must
of my life. Whu
long as possible. But they are
There is despair in the blues,
sonal friends. Believe me, if I had
exercise the principle of selection: not too young
wouldn't give up a fortune fo.
to branch out for any part of such
In
New Orleans, when, as a these experience
a wonderful life,
namely, choose and make our own themselve
s.
s, if they so desire.
teen-ager, I scrubbed the floors in
I could be happy too."
those thoughts, ideas and purpos- They are both
And who wouldn't consider the
working and have IRONIC THOUGHT
the
homes
of
white
people, wash- business of advertising Christians
S
es which will help to invest life been for
quite sometime. . .and
ed their dishes, cooked their din- ity,
My friend had no idea what
with meaning.
publicizing Christianity more
feel that they would like to be
ners, I needed peace and hope. important
If you will learn to organize on their own. It would be wise ironic thoughts ran through my
than personal happiness
Today, although God has bless- in love or
your life, living it as completely to go along with this and try head when she made this statemarriage.
MAHALIA
JACKSON
ed
me with financial independence
and fully as you can, doing as to help them in selecting t h e ment.
There came the time in my eland a thing called fame, I still reer
She is a woman who is hap- statement about all that I had to, dark by today's young.
much as you can for others, help- place they move to etc., you
when I had to make a choice
was a restriction almost impossi- need peace
and hope.
ing to bring some happiness into will find that this will work out pily married to a very fine man. make me happy. I asked her to; I am really interested in reach- ble to obey. The forbidden
between a man I lolled very much
music
If
ever I have a regret about and my career.
the lives of those you come in much better than objecting to Their marriage is ideal in every come back into the house and sit ing the young folks with my
Next week, I'll tell
story.i was all about me.
remaining loyal to the teachings you
respect and they have two won- down again so I could explain
contact with, it will be rich and their plans.
about that.
If what I have suffered and en- For, as everyone knows, the fab- of my
parents,
derful children.
isome truths to her.
bountiful.
(Continued Next Week)
*
joyed - the sum total of my ex- ulous city of New Orleans was the regret instantly I can banish that
by looking back
Here she v, as telling me all the! DON'T RULE LIFE
When shopping for material
WORRIED. Will we move soon?
perienees - can be of help or birthplace of American jazz and over what
God has made it possithings we must use discretion, so
ANS. I can fully understand great things I had in life to make
explained that clothes, a new value to one youngster who can the rich melancholy of the blues. ble for me to do
as a gospel sing- M
it is with our lives, we must learn why you are upset, since your me happy and she herself had car, a fine home, hank accounts make a big contribution to tomor-; The
Blues. The sorrow songs of er.
to use the principle of wise se- neighbors are the type of people one precious thing which I do not and large pay checks, while cer- row, I'll be willing to accept cheer- the
ethodists
Negro people. I heard the great I can recall that I came to Chilection, using that which will be who do not care how they act have - the love of a good man.; tainly pleasant things
to have, fully any criticism against what I Ma Rainey sobbing out her soul cago, still in my teens, and
that
needed to help us. What we carry or what they do outside of their the warmth of family life and the1 neither rule my
on a blues record. I heard the I sang in Chicago churches
life nor my hap- have written.
in our hearts and minds are de- home, it is hard to raise your inspiration of children.
and Pastor
piness.
To give you a brief synopsis of immortal Bessie Smith crying out on Chicago street
corners
— lit- C
•
termined by our powers of selec- children under these eircu mAnd yet, while these are things' I explained that being acclaimed what this series is to be about, her heart, the wonderful Ethel Wa- erally for
my supper.
tion.
stances. If your neighborhood is for which I deeply yearn, my by masses of people or praised by I am going to tell you a great deal ters baring her soul
in
I cantsrefocralloneearn
song.
*•
eoinntearts, listithle ags 1
organized, they might write a friend was right in saying that I critics and big names is gratify) about one significant word - lone( DE KALB, Ill. — (INS) — The
On week-end nights the hot 5° cents
Dear Prof. Herman: I am a' letter to these people or report am happy.
gi
ene
ing, but that it doesn't - for me - liness.
Methodist Rock R ' v e r Confeig
the
blare
gospel
of
Dixieland
music written by such
music could
1
faithful reader of your column and them to the proper authorities.
I confess that I have never yet„ create happiness,
have known the loneliness that be heard on many a street
I
e has appointed a Negro paillr
cor- wonderful composers as Professor
have found it very interesting. Using profane language a n d been successful in finding lasting,
I explained that meeting and comes with a broken marriage and ner — from many a house
tor to a Chicago church — the
Thomas Dorsey.
Would you please advise me re- brawling in the street is not
party,
per- happiness in love, in my person- having the friendship tlf important a hurting heart.
At that time — the great Bap- first ever to serve a church in
tavern or dance hall.
garding this problem. My son and mitted and in this manner
you al life. And yet, I have found hap- people is great fun - but that I I have known the loneliness that
the conference.
daughter are planning to leave might find that vou will not have Mess.
But there was also the music tist connection to which I still
He is Charles E. Frost, a shacould be happy without those ex- comes with the temptation to do
proudly
home and live to themselves, I feel' to move, . .instead, they would.
belong
—
which
frowned
was not forbidden.
on gos- dent at
There is a secret to my happi- i periences.
Garrett Biblical institute
those wordly things which seem
pe(
music.
that they are quite young a n d By all means consider
Sunday after Sundav,
this be- ness - a secret which I shall tell
in Chicago. He will take over as
I do not want to pretend for one to give so many people around There was the church music from their pulpits,
should remain home another year fore moving elsewhere.
the
finest
which
BapI heard every day of the
you before this series of articles minute that I am belittling the me great pleasure.
a student pastor at the Methoweek and all day long on Sundays. tist ministers railed and,stormed dist Church of
the Redeemer at
at the growing group of
I have known the loneliness of
gospel 200 S. Sacramento
Down by the railroad tracks,
ave., July I.
not knowing how to judge whether where
singers.
WELL ACCORD NG -co'NE COMPASS.••WE IRENegro men sweated and
Frost's new :hurch has a conpeople
who
They
say
they
admire
me
accused
us
of
bringing jazz gregation of 126
strained, laying the ties, there
NEAOED NORIA ...SO -NIS OVER NERE 15 EAST
members — ininto the church. Actually, we
personally are false or sincere. were the
were eluding two Negro families.
work chants and the
..."N. E)E%-+IND US %ca
I have known the loneliness of spirituals, courageou
lt
s rhythms of 111111111111101111011111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111
terrible sickness which came about men who
101111111111111I111111111111liamemillaI11101)1i11111111111111111
lived
tolled for the
as the result of my great devotion few pennies withandwhich
they fed
to my work.
and clothed their families,
But. as I sing on one of the; The church
music, work songs,
records which I made and which:spirituals,
jazz and blues all came
was bought by more than two together
in my consciousness like
million people, I have also learn-I the glorious splash
of colors which
et: how to keep "moving up a lit- make a rainbow.
tle higher."
On the waterfront, a kind old
Tomorrow, I'll tell you how my fishmonger taught
me my first
career began and v.•hy I turned hymn.
down fabulous financial offers to BEGAN AS LITTLE
GIRL
keep singing for the Lord.
started singing when I was
underyou
make
Maybe this will
a little girl. I sang because I was
stand better why I've been willing lonely. I sang something
that befor a long time to sacrifice per- longed to all the categories
of muthat
happiness
so
emotional
sonal,
sic I'd ever heard and which truly
my work could continue.
belonged to none of them.
T h e attorneys, accountants,
I never had a music lesson. But
press agents a n d other people I sang songs — the songs of the
-THAI'S A FINE DEIDUCIION
So 1'4T'5%NEST
who handle my affairs tell me Lord — and I sang them in
a
OVER 'MERE
MIL ...BUT WNAI
that, by refusing to accept offers manner which had for me the inWANT 1,0K NOW IS ...
to
me
which have been made to
spiration of the church song, the
switch from spirituals to swing— pathos of the work song, the drive
NAINERE ARE '4E?
1ThS tATIM6 lP41E 4TIREVIS OAS
sWAS
to sing in night clubs and theatres of jazz and the wail of the blues
AS 114ouc,t4 1ME:COut41RY'JuST C4WT 8€ TAKEN
oul Of
and make blues records — I have — all mixed up together,
SOME PEootx:
NExl -MAE ..ErmER EAT valif.__,RE
turned down well over a million
That's why — even though I've
You BUY 11_012 viAtT uriTti You
dollars since the time my name never been in a night club or a
GETHoMEIALW
MAKE 4ouRSELvES loacti< maze PReSFAT
became nationally recognized.
theatre. I never frown upon peoABLEJ
This doesn't excite me in the ple who give or receive pleasure
least and I haven't a single re- in such places. You see, I owe
gret.
•
a great deal to people like Bessie
Ever since I was a little girl Smith, Ma Rainey and Ethel
from a poor family on the New Waters.
Orleans waterfront, I have known
A famous critic once said that
what it is to be denied what "if Mahalia Jackson sang the
others around me were enjoying. blues, she would sound like BesThis was true, in my childhood, sie Smith and if Bessie Smith
not only because of the poverty of had sung spirituals, she would
my Parents. but also because of have sounded like Mahalia Jaektheir deep religious faith.
son."
If they had nothing else in life.
This is a flattering statement,
my mother and father shared a as far as I am concerned, HowDEAR MME. CHANTE: I am Interested in a variety of subjects.

a lonely lady 26 years of age, My interest lies more in the hu-
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Our Opinials
Color By Choce
Cheer up boys. Theace problem has
been solved! A British ermatologist, Dr.
F. R. Bettley, h a s beenquoted as saying
dhat black people can banade white a n d
.hite people can be mat brown.
The London Sunci; Times said last
week that within 20 tirs scientists will
have pills perfected to iange a person's
color from black to whe, and that "men
can choose their color y swallowing the
right pills."
"Color," says the 'Ines, "may yet be
easier to eliminate thanne color bar." According to the story, a tmula has already
been worked out to like white people
brown, which is descriti as a "protective
coating."
If all this is true en Brother Eastland and his like ilk
soon be out of
business because color no longer be an
accident of birth it wibe by choice. And
It just could be that bwn and black will

be preferred to white. From all the sun
worshippers we've noted stretched o u t on
the beaches of America it seems to us that
a large part of the white population is
frantically trying to hasten the color process.
Do we sound a little sinister when it
tickles our sense of humor to do a little
mischievous speculating? Wouldn't it be
just too hilarious if somebody slipped a
double dose of brown pills into Senator
Eastland's coffee one morning 20 years
hence and he found himself turning black
by nightfall? If Jim didn't die from mortification, he would probably be humiliated
to th;nk that science had blasted all of his
pet theories on racial supremacy to smithereens.
As for "We" who have been behind
that "protective coloring" for lo these many
years there are a lot of us who will keep it.
After all it's so interesting to be colored!

Man's vulnerability to the wal,op in the velvet mitt,
In the sport of boxing, the idea
,s to deliver blows to your opponent sufficient to nasalize his powers to effectively hit you and to
do this without leaving visable
marks upon him,
In a race, there are many handicaps to overcome if one is to
win. The boxing glove is so Padded and constructed that there is
nothing about the glove that will
add to the force and power of the
user's blow nor add to the possibilities of injury.
The power to paralize and the
power to tnjure must come from
the fist inside the glove.
In racing, it is the weight carried by one and the appendages
sticking out from one that handicaps him.
The padded glove produces a
painless operation, yet it
more
effective in paralyzing actions
than the bare hand.
The weight one carries and the
handles one leaves sticking out are
unseen and unnoticed handicaps,
yet they are more effective in
knocking one out of the race of
life than the ones he sees. One's
own false impression of himself
together with his overlooked misdeeds are the gloved fists and the
clubs which he drops that knocks
him out of the game and the race
of life,

Having an impression of your
self more highly than you ough
blinds you to your misdeeds. Thi:
false impression causes; the blov
to feel easy, so easy that one I!
out before he realizes it.
It is a painless operation, bu
your head is chopped off just thi
same.
There are reasons for the
blows from one's misdeeds being
so paralyzing. You know better
when you committed the misdeed,
but you thought you could beat
the rap. After you finally convinced that the laws of retributions are inevitable, that you were
only fooling yourself. This knocks
you out.
(2) Your attempts; to keep your
enemies from knowing about your
misdeeds fail. When you realize
that your misdeeds are being used
against you by your enemies, you
are really knocked out. The reason being you have been caught
in your own trap against which
there is no defense. There is none
other on which to place the blame
It is just like --biting your owr
tongue or stepping on a 100st
board and knocking your self out
It is both deniOrahring and par
alyzing to be caught in a bad sit•
nation where you find there is ni
one to blame for it except yourself. This is the paralyzing blow
of the gloved mitt.

•"'
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"WHAT COUNTRTARE_WEJN NOW,A0M?-"
by Not D.Williams

_

Punishing Te Supreme Court

People visiting Memphis for the near a Negro community in
so
first time are impressed by the many urban centers,
North, East,
' A small group of indictive reactionSouth, or West, is the liquor store.
Sen. Dirksen is facing a tough cam- city's cleanliness and beauty.
One interested visitor made a Most of America's liquor
aries have taken it up( themselves to at- paign for re-election on
stores
t h e Republican surprisingly familiar olx;ervation seem
tempt to punish the Sreme Court of the ticket this Fall. He will
to be located for the most
have to run on his recently, however. He said he had part in the
Negro districts.
United States for its ai-segregation deci- record, for it is doubtful
that he could ride a little hard time locating the Ne- the visitor, any time one is Said
in a
sions and to drasticallprb its powers in anybody's coatkails to
victor y. It is no gro sections when he first drove strange town and doesn't know his I
have just finished 2 new book. grandmother was the widow of volumes
the future.
secret that he was pro-Taft a n d against into town.
to my credit, not countway around to the Negro areas,
When he completes a big book, a Sheridan Leary who died in John ing translations,
The New York Tes h a s editorially t h e nomination of
He
said
he
usually
anthologies, and
just
had
start
very
looking more sharply writer
Dwight David Eisen- little
feels, I suppose, much like Brown's Raid at Harper's Ferry, paper-bound booklets
trouble locating such com- for the presence of colored folk
condemned this as "diestic Brickerism," hower in 1952.
of various
munities in most cities because when you see the first liquor store. a contractor feels when he fin- and later the widow of Charles sorts. Now that "I Wonder As I
a term coined after ator John Bricker
ishes
building
On
a
close
house.
examination, Sen. Dirksen's the Negro communities usually ad- Almost like night follows day, it
Or, per- II. Langston of the Oberlin-Well- Wander" has gone down to the
of Ohio's long battle limit t h e treaty
haps more aptly. lilt an old-time ington Rescue group who went to publishers —
record does not show up too well in the vertised themselves in such tra- won't be long before a person of
500 pages of it—it
making powers of the esident.
carpenter who constructed a house jail for helping a slave escape. won't he long until I'm twenty-one
area of human rights. He has voted against ditional ways.
color shows up. Or better still just
,
all by himself — since a writer She was not at all a typical Kan- bookivise, in
Last week the Sate Judiciary Com- cloture which would limit
First,
literary age.
filibustering the Negrohe said, you could find look in the telephone book. and must write a book all alone. If sas grandmother. And my father
section
mittee headed by thastalwart champion against civil rights measure.
seeing get yourself a list of liquor stores
The new book will also be my
He voted for a single dark skin,without
it is a creative work, it must and mother must have had gypsy
because the . . .every other one will he lolongest and biggest book to date.
of demagoguery in itsporst form, Senator the Bricker amendment. He
voted in favor house would be located in such cated in a Negro neighborhood, or come out of his own resources blood in them. They were always It weighed
seven-and-a-half pounds
James 0. Eastland of 'ssissippi, voted 7-2 of the nomination of Sen. James
and abilities, no one else's. The off somewhere. My father hated
0. East- run-down or ramshackle neighbor- every near one.
manuscript when I first finishin
to pass a measure to t the ground out land to head the all-impor
book
I have just finished is auto- Jim Crow, and so left me in its
hood. Also, the visitor observed
tant
it last winter, and ran to al
from under the Supne Court. Such ac- Committee and now he lined up Judiciary you rarely, if ever saw well-kept Then, besides the appearance of biographical. so it is peculiarly midst to go away to Cuba, then ed
most 800 pages. Being much too
the houses, appearance of t h e my own, being
with
t
h
e
entirely
tion was not basedm any noble ef- opposition against the
about me. Mexico where he lived for thirty long for the high
lawns and flowers growing in Ne- streets, appearance of the
cost of book
people, It is called "I Wonder
Supreme Court.
I Wan- years. My mother traveled a lot, making these
forts at reform. It walotivated by petty,
days, I had to cut
Spelled out this means that Senator gro yards in most surban com- there's something else. . .the ap- der" and it will mark, IAssuppose,
too,
an
in
opposite
munities.
direction
Rather
from it down to six and a quarter
one would see
malicious m e n of nn character w h o Dirksen is against the Supreme
Court de- the signs of Negro residence in pearance of the Negro schools. my literary coming of age, for it my father. So I naturally took to pounds and
over up their o w personal greed for cision in the schools cases.
500 pages. Now the
They usually advertise themselves will be my twenty-firs
t book.
wandering as I grew up — and book moves faster
He is against an area on every hand.
and gets around
as used for Negro occupancy.
Zliberpetuation of powainder the guise of integration and, it follows
My first book in the days of my own wanderings around the the world quicker.
that he must When asked to list these signs
I hope it still
states rights.
be against the Negro people, particularly in he obliged. First, he mentioned It was heartening to hear the vis- the Negro Renaissance was "The world from Topeka to Tashkent, has in it the essence
of my soitor
repeat
that
Memphis
is
difTo gain their igple purposes they his own Constituency.
Weary Blues," a collection of Chicago to Shanghai are what I've journs in the places
tin cans and empty bottles, waste
I've lived and
ferent
as
far
could
he
as
see.
as was my succeeding vol- just finished writing about in my loved from Paris to Mexico
will stoop to anythin creating chaos and
It is ironic for him, therefore, that his paper and empty sacks on the He was impressed with the num- poems,
City,
ume, "Fine Clothes to the Jew." forthcoming book for autumn.
sidewalks and in the streets. Next
confusion in the judil branch of govern- victory will
Madrid to Moscow, Harlem to San
depend largely upon t h e vast one would find the shabby or ber of well-kept and presentable The first book of poems is still My fourth volume was
a book Francisco,
ment and overthrow?, t h e Constitution segment of
Chicago, and
Negro voters in Illinois, and it gaudy looking eating places, with Negro neighborhoods he saw. He on sale, now in its eleventh print- of poems for young folks, and my Cap HaitienCarmel,
where Christophe's
itself. We are not strised to find among is unfortun
was
even
favorably
move}
by the ing. But the second book is long fifth a cllection
ate that he has taken a position the smell of fried hamburger or
of short stories, Citadel looks down on the bluethe backers of t h i efamous document where he
fact that
Beale Street shows out of print and so hard to find "The Ways
of White Folks" one of green sea.
cannot possibly merit the support fish on the principal Negro street. signs of even
receiving
a
face-lifting
such names as Sts, Byrd, McClellan, of those
How have I written so many
voters. It is fortunate, however, Next he said, you'd see the dingy and reflecting a community pride that one rare book dealer listed whose tales was the basis of my
it in his catalogue at $37.50 for a play, "Mulatto." Then followed books —
Russell, George, anchnner; but we think that he
windows of the business places,
and one so long as is my
has chosen to unveil his real atti- shabby
which
the
visitor said was strange first edition copy. My third book more
it mighty strange tt Everett McKinley tude in
and loudly dressed men
books of poems, then the latest manuscript? By not doing
to him for so many Negro com- was a novel which I wrote
ample time so that the people can and women who
while story of my youth, "The Big Sea," anything else much in my life. Is
served as window
Dirksen of Illinois wld lend his name to be informed
munities.
and not misled by any words dressing for the joints.
a student on the campus of Lin- and again more poems, and more writing fun?
Sure! Is it lucrative?
the foul deed.
no matter how honeyed they may be.
It didn't take long to tell the coln university (Penn.) and com- short stories. Then came "Simple
The signs include, said the visiYes, if you are Frank Yerby or
tor, the inevitable loud-mouths in visitor about others of the nice pleted during a lonely summer in Speaks His Mind" derived from Ernest Hemingway. As for
me,
the Negro neighborhoods, w h o neighborhoods and localities occu- an empty dormitory all by myself my "Chicago Defender" columns, when young writers ask me
if it
seemed to serve as town criers of pied by Negroes in Memphis. . . after everyone else had gone followed by "Simple Takes A is possible to make a living from
the worst aspects of the commu- and one didn't have to confine home. Called "Not Without Laugh- Wife." In between these books writing, I usually answer, "Yes-ter," the story had the back- came a series of juveniles about but not necessaril
nity. . .usually vulgar and pro- himself to South Parkway.
y a good living.
fane.
Of course, one wasn't sorry that ground of my childhood, Kansas, famous Negroes, jazz, rhythms, I haven't got a Cadillac. I don't
on most of the legislation when Douglas,
Sen. Douglas Answei
Another sign of most Negro com- the visitor didn't come into town hut the people in it were mostly and colored music makers. Then own a house. I haven't got a wife,
U. S Senator, Washingwe Democrats offered it. Only in ton.
munities in urban centers is the through some sections of Bingham- imaginative, since my own rela- came a picture book in 1955 with or a television set. Not even
Dear Editor: I have!ad the
a
an election year have they even
remnants of the family w a s h- ton, or Bear Waller, and other tives were not typical of the oth- Roy De Carava, "The Sweet Fly- dog. All I've got is a
• * •
giktter to the Editor by . Leroy put
lot of books
er
folks
forward
in
our
the
community
rather
spots.
ing
rugged
most
prominentl
.
piper
My
minor
of
y
Life."
displayed
civil
THANKS
This
made
twenty
from
TO TH5 PUBLIC
—with another book on the way."
Wyree which appeared tour parights bills which they previously
windows, on the porch railings, or
But the main point here is to
per on May 26th entit: "Sena- opposed
Dear
Friends
of
Links,
Inc.:
and which we Northern
on a fance. . .whether in front of hammer on the suggestion that all
ator Eastland." The bum of the Democrats
Because of your kind interest the residence or on the side or Memphians should acquaint themhad sponsored many
letter was that a vote fta North- months
and loyalty, and your recent sup- rear.
ago.
selves with the good points of their
ern Democrat was a vcfor Senport of our project — "A Night
Then, in the day time, and far town, and be prepared to tell the
Presently
the
civil
rights
bills
ator Eastland and theixiecrats
in
Monte
Carlo" — it was possi- up into the night there are the intelligent and interested visitor
in the Senate are in the Judiciary
to organize the Senaland the
ble for us to, again, contribute to swarms of ill-clad, racing and yell- something about them. You'd
be
Congress. The advice wen was Committee which Senator Eastland the NAACP.
streets and sidewalks.
heads. Eight votes are needed to
surprised what you'll see if you
to vote Repblican andi support
We strive, by soliciting mem- ing children cluttering up the just look around. Now, whatchuthe Republican Adtaistration report out these bills, There are berships, as well
Still another sign of being in or bet!
as by giving fifour clear Democratic votes for
now in power.
Chester Bowles made a fortune tico-military combination which
them and probably two Republi- nancial support, to help this deIfc suggests a new political reI disagree with Mr:yree and can votes.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111119,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111/111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111611111111ri out of advertising and quit the looks on the United States as its alignment based
If only two more of serving organization.
on a new global
wish to comment on )se points the seven Republica
game to start a brilliant career adversary.
Our project was a success and
ns on that
view must be developed by one of
which seem to be ting their Committe will
public
of
we
service. He has been
are most grateful — because
5. "Through the development of the major parties to deal effectjoin with t h e
place as a major thenof the Re- Democrats,
governor of Connecticut and Am- nuclear weapons, both the
we can pa ss civil you aided us to such a great exUnited ively with this situation. Roosepublican political stsegists for rights bills
bassador to India and many oth- States and Russia have
in the Senate itself. tent.
achieved velt's New Deal which was creat1956.
things.
er
At
the moment he is the power largely to destroy each ed to save America
If we have the votes it doesn't
We presented to Atty. Lockard
from economI think the writer atlooks sev- matter who the
trying out as a prophet.
other and indeed much of Ii f e ic chaos is cited as the sort of
Chairman of the (local NAACP president) a check
eral important pointate first is Committee
In
the
current
for
$50
issue
—
of the Sat- upon this earth in a matter of national crusade which must be
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'After The Prom Is Over... The Night Is Still Young And
s

• MANY WERE THE "After Prom" events which captur4 the attention of
pretty damsels and their escorts, sampli ng their first taste f late hours with
parental approval. At an exclusive ear ly morning breakfal, talented Donna
Ruth Hambric entertained 42 of her Parker High School climates and friends
at the Park Manor home of her parents.

-

• THERE THEY feasted and chatted until the sun's ascen high in the heavens brought to a close that fabulous 'N ight of Nights'—prei:le to graduation,
and postlude to four wonderful years in high school.

• LOVELY DONNA, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Clr, prominent in
business circles, will enter the University of Michigan at AntArbor to major in
music, During the summer months she will do preparatory-udy at the University of Chicago for her auditions at Michigan "U" in the fall

7,
f•

,77

‘t.
". . . SACRED HALLS OF IVY" i s the song of these happy young teens as
'hey rehearse the refrain that is a partin g song of graduates. Hostess Donna, a
.nusic major student, exhibits her talen t in voice and piano as she accompanies
'left to right) Sinclair Atkinson, John H amoton, Leatrice Smith, Henry Hardvick, Marlene Owens, Deveeree Starks and Joan Casey.

•

,

• BLACK ORCHID and a beauty are equally
admired by (left to right) Chuckie Charleston,
Wilbur Thomas and Gerald Griffith as their atten-

tlon Is divided between the fabulous writ corsage
and the dazzling smile of Joyce McGee.

• TIME OUT FOR food as (left to right) Viclante Currie and Betty Jo Shannon help themselves to a tasty morsel while Albert Reed and Joanne Bell are too
engrossed with chit-chat about the Prom to share the refreshments.

• DAY DREAMING over events past and events yet to come as a coed on
the campus of the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. lovely and talented
Donna Ruth Hambric relaxes with music following the excitement of the Parker
High School Prom at the swank Sherry Hotel in Hyde Park, and an early morning breakfast at which she entertained approximately 40 of her classmates and
friends. For Donna it was a day filled w ith thrills and excitement from which
she emerged only a wee bit weary but filled with anticipation of the glowing.
wonderful future.

• "GOODBYE, NOW" call the departing guests
as they say a farewell to Donna on the steps of her
home. -It's been a wonderful morning.- And as
the sun rises high in the skies, they bid adieu

also to Prom Night and the events that come after.
(Left to right) Deveree Starks, Albert Reed, Ronald Larrieu, Archie Burton, Harry Hardwick and
Leatrice Smith..—Photos by Lyle .(Story Inside),

